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A study of woman suffrage movement in Maryland in the period from the Civil War to the First World War reveals not only the stubborn opposition and almost insurmountable difficulties confronting the crusaders in this cause, but also the unexpected capacity for organization and the courageous fighting qualities of women in this historic battle. In Maryland's conservative society, the feminist movement was often ridiculed; and it faced repeated disappointments even until the enactment of the Federal Woman Suffrage Amendment in 1920. Yet, it seems clear that, throughout the long struggle, the greatest single factor in achieving this major reform in Maryland society was the unquenchable spirit of the women who conducted the suffrage campaign.

There were, in fact, many outstanding Maryland feminists during this period who plainly demonstrated the ability and intelligence to analyze and to manage matters of great civic and political importance. Among these, Mrs. Caroline Miller, Mrs. J. William Funck, Mrs. Elizabeth King Ellicott, and Mrs. Donald R. Hooker possibly deserve the highest accolades, although there were also others hardly less worthy of attention.

This demonstrated capacity and competence in public affairs of women in Maryland was eventually recognized even after the Maryland State
ABSTRACT--Continued

Assembly had finally voted to reject the Federal Woman Suffrage Amendment on the grounds of its invasion of the sacred precincts of State Rights. And it is worth notice that while Maryland has not, to this day, seen fit to ratify the Nineteenth Amendment, it has now quite capitulated to the principle of equal rights for women.
When I was a little girl in Asia, I often heard about American women. I heard how these women shared equality with men and how they could do whatever they wished to do in life. Sometimes, I heard, the women of America were even better off than men, not only in social recognition but also in the pursuit of their professions, because they were highly regarded by "gentlemen." Gentlemen, I heard, gave their seats to women in the bus or in the theatre, volunteered to help whenever they saw women carrying a heavy load, and always showed, in their words and in their deeds, a profound respect for women. I found myself wondering how this enviable status of our American sisters had come about.

Since my coming to the United States, I have discovered that American women in fact do enjoy equal privileges with men in the legal sense and in general social recognition to a greater degree than in any other part of the world, although, even yet, some of the traditional prejudices against women still remain. Above all, one thing appears to be definitely true: opportunities for American women in seeking an independent career as well as pursuing their own way in life exist abundantly.

What has caused these major gains for the American woman? I have discovered that even a half century ago she was still very much restricted, perhaps somewhat like women in other parts of the world; and that she was regarded as inferior to men in the eyes of the law. Since colonial days, however, American womankind had been aware that this was a land of freedom and opportunity. She could gain inspiration from the writings of outstanding leaders like Mary Wollenstonecraft and Margaret Fuller.
Furthermore, even prior to the Civil War, many women began to join the anti-slavery crusade in the hope that abolition would remove other barriers in the American way of life. Thus, she helped to advance the cause of the Negro even before seeking full justice for herself. After the War and during the Reconstruction Period woman suffrage clubs began to be organized, and women began to demand suffrage. This action resulted from a realization that the door to complete human equality might be opened, if women secured the ballot. The triumph of equal suffrage, as we shall see, was achieved only after a long and painstaking struggle, and it was related to other needed reforms in social, economic, and educational fields.

Maryland women joined the movement for the ballot in the 1870's. At first, the battle was confused, slow and tedious; and there were many unsuccessful efforts to persuade the General Assembly to grant suffrage in the traditionally strong Old Line State. In fact, when compared with other states which had a rather speedy success, Maryland women had a most difficult time in their desire for suffrage; and the fight was destined to continue for many years before it was finally won through the achievement of the Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution shortly after the First World War.

The Minutes (MSS) of the Baltimore Suffrage Club and the Maryland Woman Suffrage Association are a most important source in understanding the embryonic stage of the suffrage movement in Maryland. And, under Mrs. Donald R. Hooker, as Editor-in-Chief, The Maryland Suffrage News publicized the cause of the suffrage movement in 1912, and thereafter. These weekly pamphlets reflect the strategy, tactics, propaganda, and political
work of Maryland women. Also for tracing and analyzing public opinion during the fight in Maryland for woman suffrage, the issues of The Baltimore Sun have proved to be a useful source of information.

I wish to acknowledge my debt of gratitude to my adviser, Dr. Verne E. Chatelain, who at all times encouraged and assisted me in the long and tedious hours of preparation of this thesis, with deepest kindness and utmost patience, to its ultimate conclusion.
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CHAPTER I

THE HERITAGE

Profound and significant modifications during the past century and a half have affected all phases of women's activities and have revolutionized their social, economic, and legal position. So altered is the status of modern women that it is difficult to realize that not too long ago they had few rights and were often classed with children, criminals, and idiots. This improved condition is partly the result of the Women's Rights Movement, one phase of which was the crusade for equal suffrage.¹

It took decades of bitter experiences before women openly asked for political equality with men. Both law and tradition placed them in a position of great disadvantage and inferiority. It was only after the Civil War that the ballot seemed a logical weapon with which to fight for the removal of these disabilities and to improve women's legal and humane status. During the nineteenth century, the democratic principles of government became widespread. The American philosophy that all who submit to the law should have a voice in its making caused many thoughtful people to question the justice and wisdom of withholding the ballot from women on account of sex.

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the common law of England was the basic law of the land. Under this law women had many duties, but few rights. Married women in particular suffered "civil

death," having no right to property and no legal entity or existence apart from their husbands. A woman as soon as she was married was called covert, or in Latin, nupta, which means veiled. Her new self was her superior, her companion, her master. She could not sign contracts; she had no title to her own earnings, to property even when it was her own by inheritance or dower, or to her children in case of legal separation. Divorce, when granted at all by the court or by a legislative action, was given only for the most flagrant abuse: adultery, desertion and non-support, and extreme cruelty.

Next to the common law, the most potent force in maintaining women's subordinate position was religion. The colonists might have been dissenters of one kind or another against the Church of England, but they were at one with it in believing that women's place was determined by limitations of mind and body, a punishment for the original sin of Eve, and that, in order to fit her for her proper role of motherhood, the Almighty had taken especial pains to endow her with virtues such as modesty, meekness, compassion, affability, and piety. A married woman was to submit herself unto her husband as unto the Lord.

Nevertheless, the question of equal status was not completely dormant. It was first raised by Anne Hutchinson in the earliest days of the founding of New England in 1637. She challenged the Puritan theocracy in Boston, not only in the religious field, but also in its assumption that no woman could have a voice in church affairs. The battle was implicit in her unprecedented demand that she, a woman, would be permitted to think for herself about God and to provoke others to do

---

so. Mrs. Hutchinson was convicted and banished from the Massachusetts Bay Colony.

Scarcely more than a decade later, in 1648, a valiant Maryland woman, Mistress Margaret Brent, demanded from the Maryland General Assembly a seat and two votes as a land owner and as an attorney of Lord Baltimore. The Assembly refused, unable even to conceive of the idea that a woman would sit with it. Mistress Brent was, however, allowed to address the Assembly on various occasions. She was the first woman pioneer to demand woman suffrage in America. She certainly would have been "more fitted for our times than her own." Both of these heroines, Hutchinson and Brent, challenged the validity of the place assigned to their sex.

The first "organizing" of women appeared as the Revolutionary fever ran high. In Boston in February, 1770, "the mistresses of three hundred families" subscribed their names to a league, binding themselves not to drink any tea until the Revenue Act was repealed. The "young ladies of Boston" followed suit with the same pledge after three days. During the Revolutionary War, the absence of men serving with the Continental armies created a vacuum which women had to fill to enable the family and farm to survive. Heroically, women kept the economy of the Thirteen States functioning. The most noble contribution of supplying clothing to the army was made by Mrs. Esther DeBerdt Reed's association, that was joined by women from Pennsylvania, Maryland,

---


4Flexner, p. 13.

5Tbid.
New Jersey, and Delaware. Sporadic and incidental as these efforts were, they show that women were definitely moving forward in organizing experience.

When Independence was achieved, the new American claimed certain natural, civil, and inalienable rights to be his and said such rights were derived from reason and the consent of the governed rather than from divinity. Why not the new American woman as well? Mrs. Abigail Adams of Massachusetts, who was as far ahead of her time as had been Mistress Brent in Colonial Maryland, claimed such rights for women in her letter to her husband, John Adams, in 1777:

> In the new code of laws which I suppose it will be necessary for you to make, I desire you would remember the ladies and be more generous and favorable to them than your ancestors. Do not put such unlimited power into the hands of the husbands. Remember, all men would be tyrants if they could. If particular care and attention is not paid to the ladies, we are determined to foment a rebellion, and will not hold ourselves bound by any laws in which we have no voice or representation.

Gradually, thoughtful people recognized that the state of society required women to be literate in the English language and in writing, geography, reading of history, biography and travel, vocal music, dancing, and religious instruction. The women's struggle for knowledge, for training, and for opportunity was well described in the writings of Mrs. Judith Sargent Murry. She wrote numerous articles about women. Her reply of the 1790's to those critics who feared that educated women might neglect their domestic responsibilities may be

---

6 Ibid.

still applied to vast areas of the world in the twentieth century. She wrote:

I would calmly ask, is it reasonable, that a candidate for immortality, for the joys of heaven, an intelligent being, who is to spend an eternity in contemplating the works of Deity, should at present be so degraded, as to be the mechanism of a pudding, or the sewing of the seams of a garment?\(^8\)

Yet despite the fertilizing ideas of a few far-seeing individuals, etiquette strongly required a woman to be seen and not heard. It was emphasized that woman's power should come from her spirit of self-sacrifice at the shrine of her husband's wishes.\(^9\)

The number of employed women rose rapidly, but these women were unable to control their own earnings, manage their own property, or sign legal documents. A working woman could be compelled to hand over every penny of her wages to an irresponsible drunkard husband, even if she was left with nothing for her own subsistence or the maintenance of her children, and even if the husband was known to be making no provision for them. If she sought to divorce such a husband, he was legally entitled to sole guardianship of the children. When Robert D. Owen, legislator and social reformer, tried to amend the women's property act in Indiana in an effort to bring justice into the relationship between husband and wife, a legislator protested violently on the grounds that "a most essential injury would result to the enduring relations of married life."\(^10\)

\(^8\)Constantia, "The Equality of Sexes," Massachusetts Magazine (March-April, 1790), pp. 132-133. Constantia was Mrs. Murray's pen name.


\(^10\)Ibid., p. 7.
The only group that gave its women equality with men was the quakers. Their women not only had an equal voice in church management but also could speak with authority as ministers. Men and women spoke and prayed with equal freedom and fervor in their meetings. Strict rules of conduct applied equally to both sexes. Even here, however, the universal custom prevailed, and women teachers were paid only half as much as men, though the tuition for girls and boys was the same.

While American men treated women with a deference that excited the comment of European travelers, the women themselves had to take the lead in the crusade for their own rights. So deep-seated was the prejudice against women in any public capacity that Lucretia Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stanton were denied admission to a World's Anti-Slavery Convention held in London in 1840 solely because they were women. These two women realized that if women were ever to accomplish anything as reformers they must first achieve a more honorable status for themselves. In this sentiment they were strongly supported by other able women reformers. Mrs. Sarah Josepha Hale, editor of Godey's Lady's Book, which had the extremely large circulation (for that time) of 150,000, waged a number of tenacious and uncompromising campaigns, such as opening medical and nursing professions to women, admitting women to higher education, permitting physical education among girl students, and lessening the menace of corsets. Miss Margaret Fuller, the brilliant literary editor of the New York Tribune, published a scandalously frank book, Woman in the Nineteenth Century. Over a five year period, through her series of "Conversations," Miss Fuller lectured on such topics as Art, Culture, Literature, and Woman and Life. "What woman needs is not as

a woman to act or rule," Miss Fuller demanded calmly, "but as a nature
to grow, as an intellect to discern, as a soul to live freely, and
unimpeded to unfold such powers as were given her when we left our
common home."\[12\] Doctor Elizabeth Blackwell won admission to the medical
profession against almost insuperable obstacle, and Miss Dorothea L. Dix
led the prison and insane asylum reform movement. Finally, Mrs.
Antoinette Louisa Brown Blackwell became the first woman preacher.

Although the feminist movement was greeted with much ridicule
and was not wholly successful, some promising beginnings were made in
education and property rights. High schools and normal schools for girls
became increasingly common, and teaching in the elementary schools was
soon recognized as almost a women's monopoly. In 1833 Oberlin College
opened its doors to women and Negroes. Coeducation was permitted by
Antioch College in 1853. Gradually most of the state-supported schools
admitted both men and women. Following the lead of Mount Holyoke
Seminary, which was founded in 1837, many strictly women's colleges were
founded under the guidance of Mary Lyon. Women also made a definite
headway against the prejudice which had so long barred them from
appearance on the public platform by becoming preachers and public
lecturers. Besides the cause of their own emancipation, many feminine
reformers were deeply devoted to temperance and prohibition. A few
State legislatures amended the property acts and allowed married women
to hold property separately from their husbands. For the most part,
however, the reforms women sought were delayed until after the Civil War.

The first American woman who led the equal suffrage crusade was
Miss Lucy Stone. She won the title of the "morning star of the woman's

\[12\] Mason Wade, (ed.), *Writings of Margaret Fuller* (New York: The
rights movement" by lecturing up and down the country from New England to Ohio and Wisconsin. In 1847, the year she was graduated from Oberlin College, she gave her first lecture on woman's rights from the pulpit of her brother's church in Gardner, Massachusetts. The following year, as an "agent" for the Anti-Slavery Society, Miss Stone often faced and won over the worst mobs.\textsuperscript{13} In her lectures on woman's rights, she challenged the popular prejudice against women in the three phases of life: firstly, social and industrial disability; secondly, legal and political handicaps; and thirdly, moral and religious discrimination. Fearful of the consequences of Miss Stone's activities, there were many who longed to silence her and hoped that her marriage to Henry Blackwell in 1855 would put an end to her career. The \textit{Boston Post} published a poem in this sentiment whose concluding stanza ran as below:

\begin{quote}
A man like Curtius' shall be his
On fame's loud trumpet blown,
Who with a wedding kiss shuts up
The mouth of Lucy Stone.\textsuperscript{14}
\end{quote}

but the marriage made two and eventually three leading advocates for woman's rights where there had been one: Henry Blackwell, Lucy Stone, and their daughter, Alice Stone Blackwell.

The first woman's rights convention was held in the summer of 1848 in Seneca Falls, New York. The convention brought together the outstanding feminists, such as Lucy Stone, Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Susan B. Anthony. The convention demanded equal educational and vocational opportunities, equal political rights, more equitable

\textsuperscript{13} Flexner, p. 69.

divorce laws, improved legal rights concerning property ownership, and rights of women to their wages. The inception of the woman's rights movement in the United States is commonly dated from the date of the Seneca Falls Convention. In this very year, an equal suffrage society was formed in South Bristol, New York. This society presented a woman suffrage petition to the New York State Legislature in January, 1849, and this has been recognized to be perhaps the first attempt of women to exert pressure on a legislative body in the United States.

The events of 1848 and 1849 began to direct public attention to the problems of woman's status throughout the country. When a woman's rights convention assembled in Worcester, Massachusetts in 1850, persons from as many as eleven states attended. During the following decades woman's rights conventions met annually, except in 1857. The last two meetings before the Civil War were held in New York. During the War, the suffrage movement ceased, but it was resumed with the coming of peace, with an open demand for equal suffrage, and continued until women were fully enfranchised in 1920.

In its inchoate phase, the woman suffrage movement was confined to the northern part of the United States. The ante-bellum South was not friendly to the radical reform movements of the North, and the woman's rights movement was no exception. This movement did not appear in the South until after the Civil War—in the majority of the cases, after the period of the Reconstruction following the War. Although


16 Taylor, p. 15.

suffragists formed organizations in all of the Southern states before 1900, their active agitation did not begin until the early twentieth century. The nineteenth century Southern feminists were only able to prepare the foundations on which the coming generation could lead the active campaign.

Among the more active and difficult Southern crusades was the one in Maryland. The organized movement in Maryland started in November, 1867, when the Maryland Equal Rights Society was formed in Baltimore on the principle of equal opportunity for all mankind, irrespective of sex or color. Two weeks later, at the second meeting, the constitution was adopted and signed by fourteen persons, ten of whom were white and four colored. Officers consisting of a president, a vice-president, a secretary, and a treasurer were chosen, together with eight other members to act as an executive committee. Their regular monthly meetings were usually held at the Douglas Institute, where the colored people gave the society the space, free of charge, as their act of good will toward the movement.18

The Society received neither moral encouragement nor financial help. Its sole resource was to appeal to only those who were ready for service. Its members were conscious of having entered upon no easy task, but were ashamed of having so long left their Northern sisters to toil and endure alone in a cause which was not one of section but of all humanity. They pledged to come forward at last to assume a share of the hardship, trusting that what they had lost in their tardiness might be

made up in earnestness and activity. Through the unbending efforts of Mrs. Lavinia C. Dundore, President of the Society, a delegate was sent to the national convention of the American Woman Suffrage Association in 1874.

As small and scattered as the Society's activities might have been, a considerable vitality is evident in the suffrage activities during the beginning days of the 1870's. In April, 1870, a petition asking for the right of suffrage and political justice was presented to the House of Delegates. It was signed by Eliza S. White, Lavinia C. Dundore, Ellen N. Harris, and one hundred fifty other ladies.\(^{19}\) It was then referred to the Committee on Federal Relations and was quietly killed there. The following month at the election in Baltimore, three women, Mrs. L. C. Dundore, Mrs. A. M. Gardner, and Miss E. M. Harris, applied, in vain, to be registered as voters at the third-ward registry office.\(^{20}\)

To act as a stimulus to the Maryland public and to serve as a support for the Maryland suffrage movement, the annual convention of the American Woman Suffrage Association was held in Baltimore in 1871. The delegates to this convention received a favorable impression of the city and commented that:

... in no one state of the Union has there been a more rapid advance in public sentiment, during the last ten years, upon all public questions than in the State of Maryland.\(^{21}\)

The attitude of the Baltimore press was more exceptionally favorable than anyone had ever expected, for it treated the convention with fairness

\(^{19}\) History of Women Suffrage, IV, 248.  
\(^{20}\) Ibid., II, 823.  
\(^{21}\) Ibid., 835.
and courtesy. Another convention by the Maryland Equal Rights Society followed in Raine's Hall. Mrs. Dundore presided over the convention with dignity and grace. Many nationally prominent and able champions of the cause, such as Susan B. Anthony, Lucy Stone, and Julia Ward Howe, were present and they delivered eloquent speeches before an attentive audience. It was a popular feeling among the friends of the cause that interest in the movement was rapidly increasing in Maryland.

The following week, on March 20, 1871, the Hon. Stevenson Archer made an exhaustive speech on the floor of the House of Representatives on "Woman Suffrage Not To Be Tolerated." As a Representative of Maryland, Mr. Archer's speech was not only against Senator Wilson's pending bill to enfranchise the women of the territories, but also against the suffrage conventions held in his home State. In spite of the favorable impression thus gained, feminist activity tended to disappear after Representative Archer's strong opposition against the conventions held in Maryland.

In those early days, when a woman was regarded as inferior to men in the eyes of the law and religion, feminists and their supporters represented an extremely small portion of American society. In Maryland, although an equal rights society had begun its work, because of the lack of public interest and the feebly organized strength, the suffrage activity became dormant from 1872. Then, in a new effort, Mrs. Caroline Hallowell Miller of Sandy Spring reorganized a suffrage club in 1889, which helped to continue the movement until women were fully enfranchised in August, 1920.

\[22\] Ibid., 839.  \[23\] Ibid.  \[24\] Ibid., 840.
"If but one State in the Union allowed woman to represent herself" claimed a thoughtful Marylander, "it should be Maryland."¹ "Maryland" was named for a woman. So was the capital city "Annapolis." Above all, a first woman suffragist, Mistress Margaret Brent, who demanded "place and voice" in the Assembly, was a Marylander. In line with the historic reputation of Maryland womanhood, Mrs. Caroline Hallowell Miller gained distinction in the 1880's and 1890's as one of the first, and, perhaps, one of the most eloquent of suffrage advocates south of the Mason and Dixon Line.

Mrs. Miller had become interested in woman suffrage in the early 1870's, at a time when her husband, Francis Miller, a prominent lawyer, was one of the very few men in the State to advocate equal suffrage. As early as 1874, Mr. Miller made an appeal before the United States House Judiciary Committee to enfranchise the women of the District of Columbia.² Not to be outdone by her husband, Mrs. Miller, paying her own expenses, attended the national suffrage convention for many years as a Maryland delegate. Her eloquent and humorous addresses pleased not only the audiences of the national convention, but people on the street as well. At the national convention of 1884, Mrs. Miller emphasized the need for a vigorous fight against apathy among the women themselves.³ Some years

¹History of Woman Suffrage, IV, 695. ²Ibid., 697. ³Ibid., 20.
later, however, in 1892, she confessed the belief that the powerless position of women arose not so much, as many would aver, from the lukewarmness of the fair sex as from the supreme indifference of men. And said she:

Now if only men would take to betting on this question of woman suffrage, if we could open it up as a field of speculation, if we could manipulate it by some sort of patent process into stocks or bonds and have it introduced into the Wall Street, we should very soon find ourselves emancipated.  

At the annual convention in 1889, too, she expressed regret that the past fifty years of argument for woman's equality had not accomplished any notable success; and she proposed that women more firmly unite in demand for equal rights.

Back again in her own home State, Mrs. Miller invited some of her friends to her Sandy Spring home and revived an old suffrage club. Thirteen men and women became members, all but one of whom belonged to the Society of Friends.  

Most of these later became prominent leaders in the movement. For the first time, therefore, in 1889, an accredited delegation was sent to the national convention from Maryland; and a State convention was also held in that year in Maryland.

The press at this time gave little attention to the Maryland suffragists, and their work was seldom considered sufficiently important to warrant editorial comment. Thus, few news stories bearing on the status of woman, or on the suffrage activities in this period appeared in Maryland. Still occasionally, as on October 20, 1890, when woman members of the Grace Methodist Episcopal Church on Beledere and Charles Streets in Baltimore debated on the topic "Shall there be female

\[4\] Ibid., 187  
\[5\] Ibid., 678.
delegates to the General Conference of the Grace M. E. Church?", this event was reported in a courteous manner, though it provoked little attention and there was no editorial comment. Nevertheless it was probably the first time in Baltimore that women publicly had taken the floor to debate the merits of suffrage.6

Mrs. J. T. King, one of those participants, opposed the admission of women to the general church conference, saying that women ought rather to exercise their privilege of creating beautiful homes and of exercising that domestic influence assigned to them by God. She argued:

Man does not stand today as the oppressor of women. Is our church corrupt to need woman as purifying influence . . . why then do we seek this new work?7

On the other hand, in favor of admitting women to the conference, Mrs. A. H. Easton declared: "wherever laws are made there women should be."8 She scorned the barriers set up against women, saying that God's original plan was to put both man and woman on an equal basis and that He made neither one superior to the other. And her calm, yet persuasive, arguments suggested a rising suffrage sentiment:

The home in which the husband or the wife rules alone is not the properly governed one . . . As we want the father as well as the mother in the home, God knows we want the woman as well as the man to work in making the laws of our church and of our State as well. Look at our statute books and see the shameful laws on them. I am sure they would not have been there had woman had a part in making them and I believe our church would be more homelike, more lovely and more successful where the mother's heart is felt in the making of the laws.9

6Baltimore Sun, 21 October, 1890, p. 6. 7Ibid. 8Ibid. 9Ibid.
After the debate, the choice was up to the Conference. The ballots were distributed and the vote was cast. All voters were of course men. Sixty opposed and forty-three favored admitting woman delegates to the general conference. Although the immediate goal was not achieved, the result significantly revealed an unexpectedly strong support in the congregation for a more active role for women.

Following the debate of the suffrage issue in the Grace M. E. Church, other ministers in Baltimore began to give signs of interest in the subject, even to devoting some of their sermons to woman’s rights. Not all were favorable to suffrage. "The home is woman's sphere," advised the Rev. Thomas O. Crosse, pastor of the Chatsworth Methodist Church. "There as mother, wife, sister, and daughter she may best develop her peculiar nature and gifts and exercise her influence. Let your ideal be nothing short of the hidden beauty of the heart—the ornament of a meek, chaste, affable, benevolent spirit." The Rev. Edward A. Lawrence, pastor of the First Congregational Church, emphasized the importance of woman’s opportunity to increase her sphere of life at home. She must get away from the snares of society which could only lead to "unwomanliness." It was wrong to demand a new role for woman in the world; and, said this churchman, the words of the church clearly supported the traditional position that "woman belongs at home." Public opinion in Baltimore, for the most part, however continued to be indifferent, if not actually unfriendly and hostile to the feminist movement. But this early activity, slowly but surely, was beginning to

10Ibid., 29 January, 1891, p. 5.
11Ibid., 2 February, 1891, p. 5.
12History of Woman Suffrage, IV, 696.
bear fruit, and the interest of women themselves was starting to be evident in the development of a formal suffrage organization.

Thus, in 1892, Mrs. Sarah H. Tudor was instrumental in forming what came to be called the Baltimore City Suffrage Club. And among the Club's effective workers from its beginning, was Mrs. Emma J. Maddox Funck, a leader destined to spread a wide influence in behalf of woman's rights. Mrs. Emma J. Maddox Funck had already, at that time, a reputation for ability for leadership and persuasion. When she joined the suffrage movement, she was well aware that Maryland was a most conservative state and that, in all probability, the movement for woman's rights would face a fight against overwhelming odds. So, she was not surprised when she received scarcely any encouragement or financial help at the outset. And she expected, too, the almost universal ridicule and condemnation of her endeavors. In 1894, the Baltimore Club elected Mrs. Funck its President.

Keenly aware, moreover, of the need for a permanent state body, Mrs. Funck now proceeded to bring about a merger of the Baltimore Club and the Montgomery County Woman Suffrage Association into one organization, known as the Maryland State Woman Suffrage Association. This effort, it was hoped, would attract more general support throughout the State. Subsequently, this new Association was to grow strong and influential; and, with the affiliation of other local clubs, as time went on, it was to play an important role in educating the people—especially in the first decade of the twentieth century.


14 Ibid. The Montgomery County Association had developed possibly from Mrs. Miller's Sandy Spring group.
Although, with these steps by Mrs. Funck, the framework of a state-wide organization was brought about, most suffrage work was still carried on quietly; and there was scarcely any attention given to the matter by the press or the general public. Still, the small band of suffragettes kept working, turning, for the time being, to efforts to open opportunities for women in the higher professions, whereby they might exert wider leadership in community projects and cultural activities. At the Association's annual state convention, in 1897, Mrs. Annie R. Lamb, then President, recalled the early endeavors of the Baltimore Club, as follows:

The woman's clubs were stimulating agencies for self-culture, and soon became important influences on the community. Needed reforms had been shown, and from this had arisen the growing desire to give women representation on many municipal boards.15

The Convention that year adopted a resolution urging women to prepare themselves to assume larger duties, as well as to make careful study of the laws governing communities like Baltimore. Members were asked to pledge themselves to learn about municipal regulations and to petition the State Legislature to correct certain evils.16

In March, 1897, the National American Woman Suffrage Association approached the Baltimore Club with a plan to grant financial aid to women in Baltimore, who might wish to make court tests of their legal rights, such as the right to vote.17 The Club, however, eventually turned aside the offer, not from any lack of interest, but out of fear.

---

15 The Baltimore City Suffrage Club Minutes MSS, Pratt Library, Baltimore, Maryland, Meeting of 26 February, 1893. These minutes start from 1897 and end at 1902. Hereafter this Minutes will be referred to as Baltimore Club Minutes.

16 Ibid.

17 Ibid., 5 March, 1897.
that, in bringing such a question openly into court, they would only aggravate their condition, with no prospect of success.

It was at this gloomy hour that Mr. Edwin Higgins, a long time friend of the Club and a prominent lawyer, rose to make another proposal. He suggested that he would undertake to compile all Maryland laws relating to the status of women, namely, those concerning husband and wife, divorce, and the holding of property. Since this would be a useful study for the campaigns still to come, his idea was unanimously approved. It was hoped that it would give women a clearer picture of their legal status, as well as to lay the basis for improving it. About eight months later (October, 1897), Mr. Higgins' work having been completed, fifty copies of A Compilation of Laws of Interest to Women were published by the Baltimore Methodist Press. The small, red-covered handbook of eighty-three pages sold at fifty cents per copy. Several copies were donated to libraries for public reading.

The Baltimore Club undertook various other programs. An essay contest was promoted among girls and boys on the subject, "Why should Maryland women have the ballot?", and the winners were awarded books. The members of the Club also listened to the formal reports of the Maryland delegates to the national convention, in order to get better understanding of the suffrage problems in all of the national aspects. And some of the club members attended Congressional hearings on woman suffrage, which related principally to the "suffrage States" of Idaho, Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming. The experiences in these areas made a very deep impression, and converted many erstwhile lukewarm women into staunch suffragists. Discussion of the experiences of suffragists in other States,

\[\text{18}^{\text{Tbid.}}\]  \[\text{19}^{\text{Tbid.}}\] , 12 November, 1897.
reported in newspaper clippings, now became a regular part of the routine in Club meetings; and enlightening, and often times eloquent lectures by outstanding guest speakers were frequently given on the referendum, the single tax system, co-education, and other subjects.

In January, 1899, the Baltimore Club considered the proposition of petitioning the Congress to give Hawaiian women equal suffrage.\(^{20}\) But, after brief debate, the matter was postponed for later discussion, and was finally dropped in late February because of the feeling that the issue might generate hostile public reaction. In another connection, however, a letter of thanks and appreciation was written to Colonel Theodore Roosevelt for his endorsement of the suggestion to place some women in public offices.\(^{21}\) Letter-writing and petitioning were discussed further but these discussions ended with no action. Maryland suffragists, although not lacking in courage, did not feel that the time was ripe to risk the chance of arousing open public opposition.

Nevertheless, the activities of the Baltimore Club were not, in this period, totally fruitless, though marked somewhat with timidity and irresoluteness. A parlor meeting, held at Mrs. Lizzie Case's home in April, 1899, in place of a regular monthly meeting, resulted in the largest and most successful gathering of the year.\(^{22}\) This type of meeting, because it was less public, was to become, as will be seen, an effective method of persuading many to take a more active part in suffrage matters.

Another achievement was the gradual winning of the press to a more sympathetic attitude. In September, 1899, The Baltimore Sun

\(^{20}\)Ibid., 27 January, 1898.  
\(^{21}\)Ibid.  
\(^{22}\)Ibid., April, 1899.
agreed to give the Baltimore Club regular space for "the advancement of women." Even though the space was never large enough to air long argumentative discussions, the Club used it effectively in announcing its meetings and the schedule of programs for lectures, teas, and bazaars. Most of all, the fact that the Maryland suffragists were attracting some public attention was probably a most important fact, for it signified that the suffrage crusade in Maryland was now fast becoming a movement at least tolerated by the public.

There continued to be serious problems, nonetheless. Finances were never-ending hardship. The only stable source of income was the annual membership of two dollars per person, along with occasional special contribution. As for this latter, there was a legacy of fifty dollars, left to the Club by Mrs. L. W. Andor, a recently deceased member. The sale of the Compilation of Maryland Laws had resulted in little profit, either, because a fifty per cent commission had to be paid on each copy sold.

Club members were distressed whenever they could not comply with the appeals for financial aid of Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt of the National Association. Mrs. Catt, furthermore, repeatedly wrote the Club urging that efforts be made to increase its membership. Finally, in the late summer of 1897, Miss Annie V. Davenport proposed the organization of a branch in the eastern section of the city in an effort to increase membership. Her plan, in November of that year, was unanimously approved, and the Northeastern Section of the Baltimore Club was accordingly organized with Miss Davenport as temporary chairman. After hardly

---

23 Ibid., September, 1899.  
24 Ibid., 24 February, 1897.  
25 Ibid., 12 November, 1897.
three months had gone by, however, Miss Davenport and her group returned en masse to the parent organization due to sparse attendance and to failure to obtain a regular meeting place. This effort did result in the addition of some new members. After the unsuccessful venture of Miss Davenport, no other branch organizations were attempted until November, 1900. Then, in a new effort, the Club established two special sections, A and B, for a larger membership drive. Mrs. M. B. Holton headed Section A, and Mrs. Gertrude Done, Section B. From that time on, meetings, for the purpose of attracting attention, began to include musical and other entertainment features. "Suffrage Teas" were also held, and bazaars were frequently given to raise funds. Slowly, but surely, the Club was growing in confidence and strength. And, now, many members wished to establish a permanent meeting place, instead of having to find a different chapel or school room each time a meeting was held. After many lively discussions concerning the means of procuring funds to meet the rental expenses, finally, in 1902, Mrs. Funck opened permanent "Suffrage Headquarters" at 107 West Franklin Street, on one of the city's main thoroughfares.

As a State body, the Maryland State Association called a State-wide convention each year, and served as a link between the local member clubs and the National Association, although this was a matter more of a paper organization than a reality. In truth, there were only two member clubs in the State, the Baltimore Club and the Montgomery County Association. Otherwise, the work for equal rights was largely on a person-to-person basis. And in general, too, since the Baltimore Club tended to dominate the Montgomery County Association in

\[\text{26} \text{Ibid., 19 October, 1900.} \quad \text{27} \text{Maryland Women, I, I41.}\]
policy-making, the State Association's offices were largely held within
the Baltimore Club's membership. This was true even though occasionally,
as in 1900, the State Association's President, Mrs. Mary Bentley
Thomas, was from the Montgomery County Association. During her term of
office, it should be pointed out, she was not able to exert very strong
leadership upon the other executive officers, who were all from the
Baltimore Club. One of these was Mrs. Annie R. Lamb, president of the
Baltimore Club for many years; she was now Corresponding Secretary.
Recording Secretary, Mrs. Margaret Smyth Clarke, and Treasurer, Mrs.
Mary E. Moore, were likewise both members of the Baltimore Club; and
Mrs. Emma J. Funck, a member of the National Executive Committee, had
been president of the Baltimore Club since 1898. These conditions of
course reflected the fact that interest in woman suffrage in Maryland
not only tended to center chiefly in Baltimore, in the period, but also
that little, in the way of effective and genuine support for suffrage,
yet existed elsewhere in the State.

Still, the membership in Maryland was beginning to develop, and
more interest was coming to be shown. Partly this was due to gains made
by woman elsewhere in the nation, where numerous changes, in favor of
women, had been effected since 1888. In suffrage States, and elsewhere,
as in Illinois and Ohio, legal changes had been made in response to the
direct efforts of the women themselves; generally, these meant a general
trend alleviating conditions for women and in the direction of a long-
delayed social justice. Influenced by possibly what had been done in
the neighboring States of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia, and West

---

Suffrage, IV, 696.
Virginia, the Maryland State Assembly in 1889 - 1890 also passed legislation helping to eliminate age-old social and legal discrimination.

For example, a drastic modification was made in the property law in 1889, which granted married women more nearly equal property rights.\(^{29}\) Now, modifying the doctrine of femme covert, married women were allowed to hold property, apart from the husband's control, for their separate use as if they were unmarried, and to have power to dispose of this property by deed, mortgage, lease, will, or any other instruments, just as their husbands could do. Also women now could contract, as "femme sole."\(^{30}\) Laws governing inheritance of property were also made the same for widow and widower. Correctly, Maryland suffragists considered these new laws a first step toward the emancipation of women from the condition of subservience.

These changes, of course, did not correct all inequalities by any means in the relationship of husband and wife. For non-support of the family, the husband was simply fined one hundred dollars, or might be imprisoned not exceeding one year, or both, at discretion of the court.\(^{31}\) A wife-beater could be punished by flogging or imprisonment. And, among the five grounds for absolute divorce, one especially angered women: the law stated that a man could divorce his wife "where the woman before marriage has been guilty of illicit carnal intercourse with another man, the same being unknown to the husband at the time of

\(^{29}\)History of Woman Suffrage, IV, 669.


However, a similar act on the part of the husband prior to the marriage did not entitle the wife to a divorce. There were other inequalities, too, to be corrected. A father, as the head of the family and the sole guardian of the children under the common law, for instance, had complete legal control over his daughter (or a son), and had the right to her service until she became twenty-one or was married. He also possessed the sole power to appoint a guardian by will, whose rights were generally regarded paramount. Only, when the father died without appointing a guardian, could the mother become the natural guardian.

In 1899, women succeeded in having the "age of protection," or so-called the "age of consent" for girls, raised from fourteen to sixteen years of age. The age of consent refers to the age of a girl prior to which it is a penal offense for a man to have carnal knowledge of her regardless of whether she may have consented to his action. Under the new law, girls below fourteen years of age were afforded greater protection, the penalties being increased against men committing such crimes in some cases to death, life imprisonment, and imprisonment varying from eighteen months to twenty-one years, depending upon the degree of the crime. A penalty of a fine of not more than five hundred dollars or imprisonment for not more than two years was set in the case of crimes against girls between fourteen and sixteen years of age.33

In other areas of legislation, for example, where women were employed for work at long hours with low wages, new laws compelled employers, under a penalty of one hundred fifty dollars, to provide seats for them in stores and in factories. Also, employers were

32 Ibid., p. 26. 33 Porrit, p. 149.
prohibited from employing women or girls in certain places of amusement, where conditions might be bad for health or morals.

Now, too, additional jobs were opened to women. Until the late 1890's women held very few types of positions, but gradually they were employed as librarians, and, even in some cases, as nurses and doctors in charge of women patients at a state insane asylum. In other cases women became police matrons at the station houses in Baltimore, and at the jail and almshouse of Harford County.34

With regard to the right of suffrage, however, Article 7 of the Declaration of Rights of Maryland Constitution clearly stated that only men were qualified to vote, and the word, "male" was specifically used.35 Although there was no general right to female suffrage, it should be noted that the Legislature could and did, in certain instances, allow women to participate in purely local or municipal voting. For instance, the Legislature of 1900 passed an act, unanimously in the Senate and sixty-nine to one in the House, authorizing the City of Annapolis to submit to the voters the question of issuing bonds to the amount of one hundred twenty-one thousand dollars to pay off then existing indebtedness, and to provide a fund for street and other improvements. It contained a paragraph entitling women to vote on that issue.36 The Maryland suffragists rejoiced in this act as a "remarkably progressive step" toward the granting of full suffrage to women;37 and The Baltimore Sun described the Annapolis voting arrangement, as follows:

The novelty of their (the women's) presence did not disturb the serenity of the polling room or unnerve the ladies who were

34 History of Woman Suffrage, IV, 6. 35 Higgins, p. 25. 36 History of Woman Suffrage, IV, 697. 37 Ibid.
exercising their right to vote for the first time. They were as calm, direct and as unruffled as though it were the usual order of thing. Those who voted are of the highest social standing. They received the utmost courtesy at the polls and voted without any embarrassment whatever.\textsuperscript{38}

The number of women availing themselves of the vote for the first time in a very conservative society was not large, and it would hardly have warranted a special act of the Legislature, except as a progressive step toward full suffrage.

For women, as the twentieth century began, the field of higher education was still very much limited; and of nine universities and colleges in Maryland, openings for women likewise were scant. The Colleges of Law and Dentistry, however, and the State Normal School were open to women; and the Baltimore College of Dentistry earned the praise of the Maryland suffragists for having conferred the degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery upon Miss Emilie Foeking of Prussia as early as 1873.\textsuperscript{39} The only state-aided school for women was the Women's College of Baltimore. The Medical College of the Johns Hopkins University was opened in 1893, thereafter being accessible to men and women alike without discrimination. At the same time, nevertheless, women were not admitted to any other departments of the University. Perhaps, the decision to open the Medical school to women was the result of a contribution to a "Women's Fund" of five hundred thousand dollars, which the trustees needed badly as an endowment.\textsuperscript{40}

\textsuperscript{38}Baltimore Sun, 14 May, 1900, p. 5.

\textsuperscript{39}History of Woman Suffrage, II, 820.

\textsuperscript{40}Ibid., IV, 700. Miss Garrett contributed $2000.00 to the Fund.
The campaign to raise this fund was launched in the fall of 1890 by a committee of outstanding women. Among the committee women was Miss Mary F. Garrett, who had inherited a large fortune from her father, John W. Garrett, president of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company. Dr. M. Carey Thomas, president of Bryn Mawr College, Miss Mary Gwinn, co-founder of Bryn Mawr, and Miss Elizabeth King, later Mrs. William Ellicott, were some of the distinguished promoters. Many educators and suffragists highly praised the achievement of the drive for the "Women's Fund," and letters of appreciation poured in from many parts of the country.

Coinciding with the nation-wide suffrage movement and the gradual improvement of women's status, was the rise of the movement for the organization of women's clubs, leading to the Maryland Federation and the National Foundation of Women's Clubs. Civilization in the twentieth century had achieved a rapid development of household conveniences which aided a growing number of middle-class women to escape at least somewhat from the busy domestic treadmill. Most probably, household conveniences such as gas lights, municipal water system, domestic plumbing, canning, the commercial production of ice, the improvement of furnaces, stoves, and washtubs, and the popularization of the sewing-machine, resulted in affording women more leisure hours for club activities. Thus, now, they could give more time for outside activities than their parents had been able to, and hundreds and thousands of them joined women's clubs throughout the country.

Each of the more than one hundred national associations of women in the United States held its annual, biennial, or triennial...
convention in some city. The sessions usually were presided over by a woman, discussions were carried on with due attention to parliamentary usage, and a large amount of business was transacted with system and accuracy. Some of the nationally known organizations are touched upon briefly below.42

Started in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1874, the National Woman's Christian Temperance Union was, in its day, one of the most systematically organized. Its members solemnly promised "to abstain from all distilled, fermented and malt liquor, including wine, beer and cider, and to employ all proper means to discourage the use of and traffic in the same."43 In the very next year (1875), the Maryland Woman's Christian Temperance Union was organized by Mrs. James Carey Thomas.44 As might be expected, the Maryland Union later worked closely with the suffrage clubs, and even a special section within the Union dealing with suffrage was created under the leadership of Mrs. Sarah T. Miller, who also was prominent in the Baltimore Suffrage Club. In 1896, six members of the Baltimore Woman's Christian Temperance Union demanded before the registrar that their names be placed on the polling books. Mrs. Thomas J. Boram, the spokeswoman of the group, claimed her right to vote as a tax-paying mother and a legitimate citizen under the Constitution of the United States.45 She was bluntly informed that the State Constitution limited the suffrage to male citizens only. The other brave ladies

42 The Volume Four of The History of Woman Suffrage gives a detailed account of the nationally organized women's groups.

43 History of Woman Suffrage, IV, 1050.

44 Maryland Women, II, 390.

45 History of Woman Suffrage, IV, 696.
were Dr. Emily G. Peterson, Miss Annie V. Davenport, Mrs. Jane H. Rupp, and Mrs. Adanda Peterman. All in all, the crusades for temperance and women's rights appeared logically to go together, and both naturally were united at certain points with the aims and objectives of that influential and popular group, the General Federation of Women's Clubs.

Of course the Federation's program was not all political, and, in fact, it was in its non-political aims of Art, Education, and Industries that it perhaps was able to make progress. The Maryland State Federation of Women's Clubs, organized much later (in 1900) by Miss Elizabeth King, grew rapidly, and continued to be non-political, although many individual members supported the suffrage movement.

Perhaps it is well, too, to mention at this point, some other well known women's organizations, such as the National Congress of Mothers, the National Woman's Relief Society, the National Council of Jewish Women, the National League for the Promotion of Social Purity, the National Kindergarten Union, the National Federation of Musical Clubs. Of the many religious organizations, the women's Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church and the International Board of Women's and Young Women's Christian Associations were outstanding. On the patriotic side, the Woman's Relief Corps, the Auxiliary to the Grand Army of the Republic, and the Society of the Daughters of the Revolution had already been most active.

In the extent and scope of women's general interests and activities, Maryland women were not very far behind the other states. National organizations had incorporated Maryland branches into their membership with the result that Maryland women were being trained on public affairs and leadership. Maryland suffragists were outgrowing
their early timidity and irresoluteness. Thus, during the last decade of the nineteenth century, suffrage sentiment was strongly awakened, and the organized clubs put upon a more solid foundation for the struggle still ahead.
As a center of cultural and economic prosperity, with more than half the entire population of Maryland, the City of Baltimore was naturally destined to become the center of the Woman Suffrage Movement, stretching its leadership throughout the State. Joining Mrs. J. William Funck, the two Baltimore women, Mrs. Elizabeth King Ellicott and Mrs. Donald Hooker, came forward to lead the movement. Another Baltimorean, Miss Etta H. Maddox, opened the way for the emancipation of women in higher professions, by becoming the first woman lawyer in 1902.

Miss Maddox, a sister of Mrs. Funck and a graduate from the Peabody Conservatory of Music, with a record of successful recitals in Baltimore, Washington, and Richmond, attained a law degree from the Baltimore College of Law in 1900. The following year, since her admission to the bar association was refused, she brought her case to the State Supreme Court. Her petition was denied on November 21, 1910, by Justice D. J. McSherry's opinion that women were excluded from all occupations denied them by the English common law. The decision added that an exception would be made if "the disability could be removed by a statutory enactment." Immediately taking advantage of this decision, State Senator Jacob M. Moses solicited the Legislature of 1902 to permit women to practice law in Maryland. The bill passed and Miss Maddox

---

1 *Maryland Women*, II, p. 239.

became the first woman member of the bar. The Baltimore Suffrage Club honored Senator Moses with a handsomely engraved resolution and presented a gold pin bearing the State coat-of-arms to Miss Maddox. 3

While active as an attorney at law, and as Corresponding Secretary of the Maryland Woman Suffrage Association, Miss Maddox reported at the annual convention in 1904 the growing sentiment in favor of political equality in the State. By the fall of 1904 the Baltimore Club had a membership of one hundred sixty women, while the Montgomery County Association had thirty-two members, making a total of one hundred ninety-two in the State. 4 In addition five hundred others pledged themselves as supporters. The convention of 1904, which elected Mrs. J. William Funck as President of the State Association, allowed her to assume the entire leadership and responsibility of the Maryland movement. As her initial work, Mrs. Funck restored the county organization which started in 1902 with the guidance of Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt and the Rev. Anna Howard Shaw of the National American Woman Suffrage Association.

Determined to double the membership, Mrs. Mary B. Holton, Chairman of the organization committee, again invited the Rev. Anna Howard Shaw to assist in the campaign to organize suffrage clubs in the counties. The Rev. Shaw's inspiring speaking tour, which started in April, 1905, 5 was immediately fruitful: Mrs. John H. Richard formed the


4 Maryland Woman Suffrage Association Minutes MSS, Pratt Library, Baltimore, Maryland, 16 November 1904. These minutes date from February, 1904, to December, 1910. Hereafter this Minutes will be referred to as State Association Minutes.

5 Ibid., April 1905.
Bel Air Club Woman Suffrage Association in Harford County; Mrs. Herring followed with the Era Club in Baltimore County; and Mrs. Edward O. Janney organized the Livermore Equal Rights League in Baltimore. The three new clubs joined the State Association in the following year. The pledge to double the membership was fulfilled as the entire membership increased to four hundred twenty-three women. With two hundred fifty-four members, the Baltimore Club was the largest; the Montgomery County Association had ninety-one members; the Livermore League thirty-eight; the Bel Air Club twenty-four; and the Era Club sixteen. In addition, two hundred sympathizers' signatures were obtained. Encouraged with the successful result, all the members were again urged to promote publicity vigorously.

In order to gain the greatest possible publicity for the movement in Maryland, Mrs. Funck invited the National American Woman Suffrage Association in 1904 and again in 1905 to hold its annual Convention in Baltimore. The invitation in 1905 was accepted, and the National Convention was thus held in Baltimore from February 7 to 13, 1906. Careful preparation for this event was made by the convention committee under its Chairman, Mrs. Mary Bentley Thomas. Mrs. Mary B. Holton worked on "hospitality," while Mrs. Worthington looked after the matters of "reception"; and "floral decoration" was assigned to Mrs. J. William Brown and "music programs" to Miss Mary Young. Mrs. Funck and the treasurers of Maryland's member clubs took responsibility for the finance. In addition, the work of "flag decoration" and "advertizing" was well taken care of by Dr. J. William Funck. "Supper and lunch" were served by the Maryland Woman's Christian Temperance Union, and the
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twenty per cent of the profit from the sales of food was given to the Maryland Association. The State Association sent out more than 20,000 invitations.

The annual Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association was held at the Lyric Theater, and the audience at the evening sessions numbered from 1,500 to 3,000. Music was provided by the Charles M. Stieff Piano Company, while clergymen from local churches came to conduct devotional services. Three men, Dr. J. William Funck, Dr. Edward O. Janney, and Mr. Charles H. Holton, husbands of active suffragists, gave considerable time and assistance to the work of the Convention. The Convention was successful, attracting attention in the State, though it left a debt of one hundred dollars which the Baltimore Club later paid off. Many people, previously lukewarm on the suffrage question, began to reconsider and some now broke their silence and joined the movement. Bringing the National Convention to Baltimore was acclaimed as the first outstanding success of the Maryland suffragists since this movement started in the early 1870's.

Taking advantage of the publicity afforded by the National Convention of 1906, the State Association requested the political parties and leading business and civic organizations to endorse equal suffrage. However, the Maryland State Grange and the Maryland Federation of Labour, although they had been impressed favorably, refused the plea of

8 Ibid.
9 History of Woman Suffrage, VI, p. 696.
10 State Association Minutes, 21 November 1907.
11 Maryland Women, I, p. 304. This is a comment of Dr. William J. Funck in his biographical sketch of his wife, Emma.
women when they were directly approached for an endorsement. It may be well to note that, when Maryland women were just beginning in 1906 to move toward the distant goal, women were already fully qualified to vote in Finland, Norway, Federated Australia, and New Zealand, as well as in the States of Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho, and Utah. Also, municipal suffrage had been granted to women in England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales; and one half of the States in the Union had granted suffrage to women in school elections. The only time, probably, that women had ever voted in political elections in Maryland was when Annapolis women voted on "municipal bonds" in 1900.

In an effort to tell the world of women's desire to stand equal to men in human dignity and in public affairs, suffragists found themselves involved in educational, cultural, social, and economic matters leading to the improvement of women. Hoping to elevate the cultural interest of the community, the Maryland Association petitioned the Legislature to grant permission to civic clubs to use the public buildings for lectures and musicales. The co-education system was being severely criticized on the grounds that it might degrade women; however, suffragists supported it, arguing that this system was the best and fastest way to attain equality between girls and boys. Realizing the great value of winning the teachers to its cause, the 1908 goal of the State Association was to "convert public school teachers." Teachers were highly regarded as a band of progressive people who could readily

12 History of Woman Suffrage, IV, p. 253.

13 States Association Minutes, 23 November 1908. Women's clubs were not granted with any such permission by a legislative action.

14 History of Woman Suffrage, IV, p. 254.
understand the cause of equal suffrage. In November, 1909, the Maryland State Association openly urged all teachers to cooperate in securing the franchise for Maryland women.\textsuperscript{15}

Democratic ideals of the Revolutionary patriots, moreover, such as "taxation without representation is tyranny," or "all governments should derive their just powers from the consent of the governed," were frequently quoted by feminists. Suffragists further characterized woman's desire to participate directly in politics as a natural response to the growing democracy in a civilized society. In another direction, women, wishing to encourage parental responsibility and moral chastity equally upon father and mother, sought to end commercialized prostitution. Suffragists joined the Maryland Federation of Women's Clubs in petitioning the Legislature on January 21, 1900, in a demand to prohibit prostitution and to apply the severest punishment possible to the "wretches who are engaged in this most disgraceful traffic," for they "are the most wicked and dangerous enemies of mankind."\textsuperscript{16} Instead of responding to the cries of the ten thousand women who signed on the petition, a new legislative regulation was enacted compelling the prostitutes to take a periodical medical examination and treatment.\textsuperscript{17} Resentment against the half-way legal and protective measure was bitterly expressed, and many women, who had been previously silent on the subject of equal suffrage, began to knock on the doors of the suffrage clubs to join a movement which appeared to offer hope for better moral conditions.

\textsuperscript{15}State Association Minutes, November 1909. For the purpose of winning teachers to the cause, Mrs. Funck obtained invitations to speak before the teachers' meetings in counties.

\textsuperscript{16}The Journal of the Senate, 1900 (Maryland), (Annapolis: William J. C. Dulany Company, State Printers, 1900), p. 895.

\textsuperscript{17}State Association Minutes, 22 November 1909.
There were numerous other political and social reforms the Maryland suffragists desired. Women's lack of political power, for example, had resulted in low wages for woman workers. The traditional "women at home" was no longer an appropriate concept, with thousands of American women employed in earning a living. Women deserved better pay, and needed better laws too, to safeguard public health. In a modern civilized society a mother needed to protect her family beyond the four walls of her house. Against some profit-minded businessmen, who opposed reforms, mothers demanded fresher air, cleaner water, and purer milk; and against the corrupt type of politicians, who cared for nothing but gaining power and position, they sought clean politics that would insure the building of more playgrounds for children and better and safer streets.

Talking and petitioning for these reform measures before the legislature proved discouraging. It was becoming increasingly clear that direct action through the ballot alone could insure the means of bringing about sufficient pressure to get needed moral, economic, and social reforms, which men appeared to be unwilling to fight for.

The State Association sent its first woman suffrage petition to the Legislature of 1906 and requested that the Legislature give prompt consideration. The matter was treated as a joke. Again in 1907 the suffragists sought to have the Legislature revise the election laws by eliminating the word "male" from the Maryland Constitution. This also received no consideration.

Such experiences showed that it would take careful planning to get even a hearing by the Legislature. At the state convention in 1908

this matter was discussed in detail. Soon more effective methods led

to decision, in 1909, by the Maryland Grange and the State Federation of

Labor giving formal endorsement to woman suffrage. 20 Detailed prepara­
tions for the state-wide suffrage bill to be presented in 1910 were now

undertaken by the membership of the State Association.

Another step to broaden the scope of suffrage activity and

organization had resulted in the Livermore Equal Rights League becoming

the Equal Suffrage League of Baltimore, in 1906, under the leadership

of Mrs. Elizabeth King Ellicott. 21 A daughter of Francis T. King,

financier and philanthropist, and wife of William Miller Ellicott,

architect, and heir to the Ellicott flour mill industry on the Patapsco

River, Mrs. Ellicott was always energetically and enthusiastically in

the forefront of reform movements. She was a born leader, as a club

woman and a philanthropist; and her activity in behalf of the Maryland

suffrage movement reflects her able fight for the enhancement of woman­

hood. She was elected the first president of the Equal Suffrage League

in 1906, which was six hundred strong at the time; and she filled this

office with wisdom and rare executive ability until her death in 1914.

Another great leader was Mrs. Donald R. Hooker. In 1907, Mrs.

Hooker, a social hygiene worker, together with her husband had founded

the Guild of St. George, a home for unmarried mothers and their children. 22

An authoress of numerous books and articles such as Life's Clinic, The

Laws of Sex, and The Spirit of Christmas, 23 Mrs. Hooker was intensely

concerned with women's disability under the law. She joined the Equal

20 State Association Minutes, 23 November 1908.

21 Luckett, Maryland Women, I, p. 122.

22 Ibid., p. 203. 23 Ibid., p. 204.
Suffrage League in 1907; and her name became widely known for her distinguished service as chairman of the lecture committee. In 1909 Mrs. Hooker organized the Just Government League in Baltimore and affiliated it directly with the National American Woman Suffrage Association. With the appearance of two such lively leaders as Mrs. Ellicott and Mrs. Hooker, Mrs. Funck no longer was the sole reliance in suffrage leadership in Maryland.

A few days before the State Association's long-planned statewide suffrage bill was presented to the Legislature of 1910, Mrs. Ellicott, acting independently of the State Association, achieved the honor of introducing the first suffrage bill to the Maryland Assembly. The bill, which was designed to enfranchise every resident of Baltimore, male or female, of twenty-one years of age or more, with property and educational qualifications, was accompanied by eleven pounds of petitions bearing the names of 173,000 persons and by Mayor Mahool's Municipal Message endorsing woman suffrage.24

Judge Jacob M. Moses, legal adviser of the League, presided over the hearing before the House Committee on Elections on the afternoon of February 14, 1910, and allowed a ten-minute period to each speaker. Dr. Thaddeus Thomas, Professor of Economics at Goucher College, introduced himself as a convert from the ignorance of an anti-woman suffrage position to the enlightenment of equal suffrage. He expressed his chagrin at the sort of discrimination which place women on a political plane even lower than male criminals in Maryland, by allowing released male convicts to vote while women could not.25 Mrs. Ellicott spoke on

---

24History of Woman Suffrage, VI, p. 263.

"Municipal Housekeeping," while other speakers argued that the ballot was a necessity for women in all phases of life: in property, in industry and in the professions, in education, and in parenthood. The crowd was friendly and broke into a spontaneous applause at the slightest provocation. All speakers emphasized the typical suffrage propaganda, namely, that society would be benefited if women were given the ballot.

In the afternoon of March 1, 1910, general legislative debate on the bill opened with the "fair and just" report from the House Committee on Elections. Mr. Carr, Chairman of the Committee and an advocate of woman suffrage, led an exhaustive discussion in favour of granting suffrage. Mr. Carville D. Benson of Baltimore County, who led the opposition, charged immediately that Mr. Carr was "untrue at heart but was playing to the galleries." 26 Appealing to the members of the House not to make drastic changes in the form of government, Mr. Benson indicated that the measure would result soon in Negroes entering the booths with their wives and daughters. 27 Thus the fear of Negro voting was conveniently used in an effort to defeat the bill. Backed by Mr. Andrew J. Cummings of Montgomery County, Mr. Benson made a motion to postpone the bill indefinitely; and it was seconded by Mr. Girwood. Trying to defeat this motion, Mr. William H. Paire advised the men who were opposed to liberate themselves from the traditional prejudice against womanfolks. 28 When one delegate called the bill unconstitutional, Mr. Carr sent the petition of 173,000 names to the Speaker's desk. Mr. Rose pleaded for the passage of the bill and informed the

26 Ibid., 1 March 1910, p. 1.
27 Ibid., 2 March 1910, p. 2.
28 Ibid.
delegates of the progress made by the equal suffrage system in England and other countries.

When the motion was made for indefinite postponement of the bill, the vote was 67 for postponement and 24 against, despite the appeal of scores of women in the gallery. The Baltimore Sun editorial called these sixty-seven men "ungallant," but also referred to the little band of twenty-four suffrage supporters "as helpless as a woman in a polling booth." Justifying his support of the indefinite postponement of the bill, Mr. Giddes said that he had acted "not on the ground of constitutionality but for their (the women's) true welfare." Another delegate said that indefinite postponement was "for the feelings of the ladies, as such a motion would hurt their feelings less than killing the bill outright." Those who were well acquainted with legislative matters predicted that no bill granting suffrage to women was likely to pass at that session.

An Equal Suffrage League member told a newsman that "the men must be educated to demand suffrage" for women, for unfortunately only men could respond to the women's demand. A spectator quipped: "Pity, that women's rights are so often children's wrongs." Some suffragists criticized the loud and militant conduct of Miss Janet Richards, President of D. C. Property Owners in Maryland, during her speech before the House Committee. An elderly politician, Mr. George M. Lewis, called the women workers in Annapolis "the poorest lobbyists" he had ever seen; women turned their backs in silence as if they were afraid, he said, whenever a member of the House walked toward them. Some

---

29Ibid. 30Ibid., 3 March 1910, p. 1. 31Ibid.
32Ibid., 17 February 1910, p. 7. 33Ibid., 2 March 1910, p. 7.
Equal Suffrage League members blamed the defeat of the bill to the opposition of some members of the Maryland Woman Suffrage Association. The Association, to be sure, had introduced a state-wide suffrage bill during the House debate on the municipal suffrage bill. In justifying this step, it was argued, that if votes for women were so beneficial, it would be illogical to ask for suffrage only for Baltimore city women, and not for the whole State.\(^{34}\)

The proposal, in 1910, of the Maryland Woman Suffrage Association came in the form of a resolution for a State constitutional amendment. So it was that the House Committee on Amendments greeted four hundred ladies from Baltimore at a public hearing on the resolution on February 24, 1910. Delegate Paire, Chairman of the Committee and a sponsor of the resolution, aroused the enthusiasm of the ladies by introducing himself as the first man to offer a woman suffrage bill in the Maryland Assembly. It was he who called the hearing to order. Miss Etta H. Maddox, the real author of the proposed resolution, presided over the testimonies in favor of woman suffrage. The Rev. Dr. John Roach Strouton of the Seventh Baptist Church of Baltimore testified that the splendid and pure influence of women would elevate the morals of politics, saying that the ballot box stands next to the altar of God—a pure and holy spot.\(^{35}\) Mrs. Funck and the Rev. Shaw emphasized the position of modern women, which made it necessary, she said, to obtain the ballot as a legitimate means of protecting life and property. The Committee members heard repeatedly the plea that women suffrage would lead to the elevation of womanhood and to the betterment of conditions in the State. On March 24, the House, without debating the resolution,

\(^{34}\)Ibid.  
\(^{35}\)Ibid., 24 February 1910, p. 8.
voted overwhelmingly to defeat it. The vote was 61 to 18. No action was taken in the Senate.\(^{36}\)

Now, a new development took place, threatening the united front of the women themselves. The executive committee of the Maryland Association startled some suffragists and the interested public by adopting a resolution expelling the Equal Suffrage League from the State Association for not having manifested any "interest in or desire to fulfill any of the obligations of the State Association" and for having "ignored the right of the said Association" by assuming the prerogatives of the said Association.\(^{37}\) The resolution reflected the Association's displeasure at the League's organizational efforts in the counties without going through Association channels, as well as its backing of the municipal suffrage bill, contrary to the wishes of the Association.

At the State convention of November, 1910, Mrs. Funck charged Mrs. Ellicott with failure to abide by the rules and principles of the State Association. Mrs. Ellicott ignored several letters telling her about these alleged violations and refusal to send delegates to the State convention, in 1909. Mrs. Ellicott denied the charges against her, arguing that the League had always lent a helping hand, wherever needed for the advancement of the cause.\(^{38}\) "The League should be left affiliated," pleaded Mrs. Ellicott, "chiefly for the fact that there should be harmony."\(^{39}\) Miss Mary Magruder of the Montgomery County

---

\(^{36}\) History of Woman Suffrage, VI, p. 254.

\(^{37}\) State Association Minutes, 18 June 1910.

\(^{38}\) The Baltimore Sun, 30 October 1910, p. 8.
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League characterized the expulsion of a thousand loyal members as a "sad state of affairs," and moved that the convention reconsider the case.\textsuperscript{40}

When the debate was over Mrs. Funck had won her point, and the Equal Suffrage League was expelled. The \textit{Baltimore Sun}, which watched the split between Mrs. Funck and Mrs. Ellicott, facetiously described the incident as a question of States' Rights, calling Mrs. Funck, the Ulysses S. Grant, and Mrs. Ellicott, the Robert E. Lee, of the movement for woman's rights. The Sun, using still further the analogy on the Civil War, asserted that "other generals" played their roles so as to throw the tide of battle first to one side (Mrs. Ellicott) and then to the other (Mrs. Funck).\textsuperscript{41} Miss Edna A. Beveridge's resolution of love and appreciation for Mrs. Funck, after the departure of the Equal Suffrage League, was unanimously adopted by the Convention. Most of the current officers were reelected. However, Miss Mary C. Cecil was chosen to fill the position of recording secretary, and Miss Laura Edward and Mrs. Berry Bourne became auditors. Miss Edna A. Beveridge was elected national executive committee member, while Mrs. Laura Holingshead became the press chairman. The Convention adjourned with Mrs. Funck's confident assurance that the State Association would not be weakened by the loss of the Equal Suffrage League, and that all suffrage clubs should cooperate in securing the state-wide suffrage amendment in the State.

Determined not to be disturbed by expulsion from the State Association, Mrs. Ellicott broadened the activities of the Equal Suffrage League. Field Secretaries were appointed to proceed with and strengthen county organization; and funds were raised through rummage sales, lawn

\textsuperscript{40}Ibid. \hspace{1cm} \textsuperscript{41}Ibid.
fetes, and suppers. In 1911 the first suffrage paper, The New Voter, was published by the League, with Miss Anne Wagner as Editor-in-Chief.\textsuperscript{42} A special committee headed by Mrs. Charles E. Ellicott began a series of investigations into the Criminal Court's methods of conducting trials, when young girls were witnesses in cases of assault. Later the League employed the first woman probation officer, and paid her salary until 1916, when Mayor Preston agreed to make the position a city office temporarily.\textsuperscript{43}

In 1911, as had been predicted,\textsuperscript{44} Mrs. Ellicott organized the State Franchise League and affiliated it directly with the National American Woman Suffrage Association. Five societies joined the State Franchise League; they were the Equal Suffrage League of Baltimore, the Woman Suffrage Club of Thurmont and Emmitsburg, the Junior Suffrage League of Bryn Mawr School, and the Political League of Baltimore County.\textsuperscript{45} Mrs. Ellicott was elected the first President of the new State Franchise League, and was now more ready than ever to lead the State-wide campaign for woman suffrage.

The eleventh annual meeting of the Maryland Federation of Women's Clubs on April 28, 1910, witnessed the gathering of prominent woman leaders, including suffrage crusaders of every variety and point of view, both "municipal suffrage first" and "state-wide suffrage" advocates. At this juncture the official stand of the Maryland Federation of Women's Clubs was one of absolute neutrality, because the membership was rather evenly divided between those who favored women's

\begin{itemize}
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\item \textsuperscript{45} Ibid., 2 May 1912, p. 7.
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voting and those who opposed it. Still, despite the officially neutral stand on the issue, the majority of leading club women were suffragists and many of the Federation's proposed reforms coincided with those of the suffrage groups.

Mrs. Elizabeth King Ellicott, who was now President of the Equal Suffrage League of Baltimore as well as the State Equal Franchise League, had been the founder of the Maryland Federation of Women's Clubs and its first president. Mrs. Benjamin W. Corkran, the Federation's President in 1910 had recently been a guest speaker at the United Society for Woman Suffrage in Cincinnati, where she prophesized that "within the next generation there will be upheavals in the political forces in this country for woman's rights." The program of both the club women and suffragists stressed home improvement, as well as higher standards of literacy, charity, public schools, and hygiene.

Women, by this time, were not alone in their crusade for political equality. A little band of men, for example, had assembled to form the Men's League for Woman Suffrage in the fall of 1909. The Men's League elected Dr. Edward O. Janney as President, and Dr. J. William Funck and Dr. Donald R. Hooker as Vice President. Dr. Warren H. Lewis was elected Secretary, and Mr. J. Henry Baker, Treasurer. Ten other members were appointed to serve on the executive committee. These men were ready and willing to assist the women in their fight for political equality. In September, 1912, the Men's League appointed the Rev. James

---

46 Ibid., 17 May 1910, p. 2.

47 Ibid., 3 March 1910, p. 7. This date is only an approximate one. Its name first appeared when the Equal Suffrage League performed a play, "Legislative Circle" on March 14, 1910, at the Arundel Club, on North Charles Street in Baltimore. The members of the Men's League impersonated certain legislators.
Grathan Mythen, an Episcopal minister and eloquent speaker, as General Secretary. The Rev. Mythen campaigned in Anne Arundel County in October, and during November he helped Dr. Henry Bulett to form the Pylesville Men's League in Harford County with thirty full-fledged members. In 1912, the Maryland Men's League for Woman Suffrage was formally affiliated with the National Men's League for Woman Suffrage, of which Mr. James Lee Laidlaw was President.

Alarmed at the increasingly active equal suffrage campaign, anti-suffragists opened their own campaign to prevent any legislative enactments favorable to woman's rights. On March 13, 1911, a large meeting was held with former Justice Brown, Mr. Everett P. Wheeler of New York, and Mr. William L. Marbury as guest speakers; and they were loudly applauded. Justice Brown reminded the audience of the "plainly manifested superiority of one sex over the other," and rejected the woman suffrage movement as fanciful, even though having a somewhat popular political appeal. At this gathering in contrast to the suffragists' meetings, one could note one strikingly different feature—namely, the absence of women participating in the meeting. At pro-suffrage meetings, an officer of the suffrage club normally presided, and there were generally women on the platform; however, at those meetings held to oppose suffrage, if women attended, they sat usually in the audience, while the men conducted the meeting.

About this time, with the assistance of leading anti-suffrage men, Mrs. Robert Garrett, wife of a Baltimore Banker, organized the Maryland Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage. A ten-plank platform

---
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was announced, stating the purpose and principles of this Association.50

While recognizing suffrage to be a duty of citizens, the Association pleaded for women's immunity from this duty on the grounds of engrossing responsibilities at home. This group also regretted that the ballot in some cases was no longer limited to men alone; and it determined to preserve "indirect" feminine influence for American womanhood.

Already, however, the campaign had begun to affect various church groups; and it was to be noted that certain churchmen, whose influence was felt strongly by their congregation on the suffrage issue, began publicly to discuss suffrage in the pulpit itself. Thus, the traditional church position opposing the changing of the sphere of women as interpreted in the gospels was openly challenged by some leading ministers, who supported the direct political role for women. Before the Baptist Ministerial Union on February 28, 1910, the Rev. John Roach Stranton of the Seventh Baptist Church in Baltimore and the Rev. Dr. Henry A. Griesmer of the Franklin Square Baptist Church discussed the topic, "Ought Women to Have the Right to Vote?" Dr. Griesmer opposed women's voting because it was "unscriptural, unnatural and impolitic"; but Dr. Stranton favored the proposition, because, he said, women "have the knowledge and are well versed on all questions of government and economics,"--more so, in fact, than the Negroes who have gone to the polls and voted.51 The Rev. Peter Ainslie, a well known pastor of the Christian Temple, proudly told his congregation of his experience; he had been laughed at eighteen years ago, when he first advocated equality for women, but now the movement had become a serious

50Maryland News, 13 April 1912, p. 3.

51The Baltimore Sun, 1 March 1910, p. 4.
proposition.\textsuperscript{52} In opposition, the powerful Catholic Cardinal James Gibbons of Baltimore made a special effort to advise his people "not to follow in the steps of those who have become mannish in their ways and fight for a place in politics."\textsuperscript{53}

A great suffrage church victory was achieved at St. Peter's Episcopal Church of Baltimore, when women were allowed to vote at the vestry election in April, 1912. In full public view in this election, where many curious and anxious persons sought to see how women would respond to the voting, women members of the church cast their ballots. The ladies were thanked for their manifestation of interest and were cordially invited to come again next year.\textsuperscript{54} The Maryland suffragists acclaimed the event to be evidence of a gradual social recognition of equality.

In another area--public education--women boldly asked for better opportunities for their sex in the public schools. Schools were criticized for having been openly and shamelessly used by bosses as political spoils. One objective was to place a "woman on the School Board," who would help cleanse the administration and uplift the academic standards. The rumor was spread that Mayor Mahool of Baltimore City was considering a woman for the Board. On April 23, 1910, Mayor Mahool yielded to the standpat elements in the Council, which threatened to reject all nominees if any one of them should be a woman. "One of the men will not be a woman," ventured the Mayor laughingly, and put the rumor to rest.\textsuperscript{55} Thus, the year of 1910 passed without a woman on the School Board.

\textsuperscript{52}Ibid., 26 November 1910, p. 16.  \textsuperscript{53}Ibid., 1 March 1910, p. 9.

\textsuperscript{54}Woman's Journal, (20 April 1912), p. 7.

\textsuperscript{55}The Baltimore Sun, 23 April 1910, p. 6.
Nevertheless, sentiment favoring woman suffrage was definitely growing more fashionable. Mayor Mahool, about this time, endorsed woman suffrage in principle, saying, "let the women have the ballot." A well known Odd-Fellow, Mr. George F. Clark, asserted that women "have keen perception and are quick and active, and in most instances take an interest in public affairs," strongly emphasizing that woman suffrage was the "only key to eradicate" corrupt politics. Some people even dared to imagine "What women could do, if one should be chosen Mayor?" At the interview on this subject, three suffrage leaders, Mrs. Hooker, Mrs. George W. Sadtler, and Dr. Nellie V. Mark, cheerfully opinioned that a woman mayor, when one was chosen, would manage the city government like a good housekeeper. Elaborating imaginatively and optimistically, Mrs. Hooker predicted that a "woman mayor" would bring clean streets, markets, and docks, war against the smoke nuisance, add more playgrounds for children and secure greater efficiency in juvenile courts, and cleaner politics.

So, it was that, instead of confining their activity merely to the suffrage campaign, the suffragettes, by 1910, tended to campaign for a broad program of progressive reforms, suggesting that their strategy would be like paving a good road, which could lead ultimately toward the goal of votes for women. This feminine maneuver gained many men supporters who were naturally interested in better government. And the question of woman's voting rights, which the Legislature of 1910 had refused to recognize, began to take on the appearance of a respectable and legitimate crusade. The period of preliminaries was over. The

---
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Maryland suffragettes were finally ready to turn their efforts seriously to a vigorous campaign for a State constitutional amendment for woman suffrage.
CHAPTER IV

A CAMPAIGN FOR A STATE CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Maryland women had been actively engaged in the crusade for woman suffrage for nearly twenty-five years when the Maryland delegation heard President Taft state, in an address to the forty-second National Woman Suffrage Convention in Washington, that he was not in sympathy with woman suffrage. Prior to this, American suffrage leaders had pursued an educational campaign and decried the militant political methods which English women had used in their efforts to obtain the ballot. After hearing the President’s speech, however, Mrs. O. R. Belmont of New York and Miss Alice Paul, Chairman of the Congressional Union, urgently advocated, as an absolute necessity, the launching of an active political campaign. Inspired by this new move, Mrs. Hooker of the Just Government League and Mrs. Ellicott of the Equal Suffrage League announced their decision to adopt the direct political campaign method, starting with open-air and parlor meetings.¹

For a woman to make a speech, especially in the public street, was regarded as a shockingly shameful thing in a conservative town like Baltimore. Yet, on May 26, 1910, Mrs. Hooker stood on an automobile-platform, speaking to a crowd. With belief in the justice of her cause, Mrs. Hooker braved the jeers and ridicule of a curious and, perhaps, hostile audience. It was at such open-air meetings that hundreds of people learned about the woman suffrage movement.

¹Baltimore Sun, 21 April, 1910, p. 8.
Prominent speakers often addressed street audiences. Miss Ray Costelloe, a charming and enthusiastic young suffragette, fresh from an exciting campaign in England, spoke on a Baltimore street on one occasion; she was of the opinion that woman suffrage was hardly a different matter in America from what it was in England. Even Mayor Mahool came out to an open-air meeting held near the Odd Fellow Hall. Also, throngs of people heard Mr. Reed Lewis of Columbia University when he expressed his belief that women were fully able to think for themselves and would vote only for what they knew to be most beneficial. A listener shouted:

"Oh, they would all vote the same as their husbands, so it would only be a case of more votes to count. The result would be just the same." Dr. Lewis objected that this would not be the case.

A month after the open-air meetings had begun, they had become the talk of the town, and the newspapers were filled with reports of the speeches and crowd reactions. At one gathering on the corner of Lexington and Liberty streets, the crowd grew so large that it filled both the streets and the windows of the adjoining buildings with attentive listeners. Prominent local men like Mr. Nelson Poe and Dr. Hough H. Young, who were near the speaker's platform, were evidently impressed with the arguments presented.

There were many questions from the audience at these rallies. For example, one listener asked, "What would the women have done to recover the $67,000 which was taken from the City Hall?" Another said: "What would you do with the baby while you went to vote?" To this question Mrs. Hooker replied:

---

Well, we have to leave the baby everyday while we attend market. Sometimes baby is asleep, or we leave her with kind neighbors. If we can leave her everyday in the year to attend to the buying of home necessities, we can leave her one day in the year to vote.\(^3\)

A younger complained that women always chased ball-playing boys off the street. "That may be true," replied Mrs. Hooker, "but they are only sorry that the boys do not have regular ball fields, which the boys would have if women could vote."\(^4\) Mrs. Hooker's enormous success in winning audiences on the streets could be credited to her womanly dignity, her gentleness of manner, and her appeal to the reason of her hearers. Her logical approach convinced many determined opponents of suffrage that there was something in her arguments, and that she was not merely making a virulent attack on the common prejudices against women.\(^5\)

While speakers on the automobile-platform presented the case for woman's rights, other volunteer workers were busy spreading information about the work and plans of suffrage clubs. The plan to request the major political parties to insert a suffrage plank was disclosed at this time, and voters were urged to elect only those legislators who favored equal suffrage. Meanwhile, hundreds of suffrage pamphlets were distributed.

At the last open-air meeting of the season, a survey was taken to discover the opinions of those present. Sixty-one persons (thirty-three men and twenty-eight women) favored equal suffrage, while one hundred one persons (sixty-one men and forty women) opposed.\(^6\)

---

\(^3\)Ibid. 
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Commenting on this result, Mrs. Hooker expressed her gratification that nearly half of the crowd already favored woman suffrage. While more work remained to be done, the movement of direct public contact was beginning to look brighter at least.

Impressed by this active and direct publicity, Mr. Linthicum of City Hall invited volunteers from the suffrage organizations to watch over the election of November, 1911. It had not been long since women at the polls had been treated as a preposterous joke and subjected to every discourteous treatment, but now the women were received with marked respect when they went to watch the balloting. Many men picked up the suffrage leaflets from the table, and women were pleased to see the change in their attitude. City Hall officials praised the female watchers for having performed their duties properly and faithfully.

Gradually society was growing accustomed to seeing women at the polls.

In order to preclude any dissention among the suffrage organizations and to formulate an effective and unified plan of action that would be supported by all, the leading suffrage organizations created a joint committee. As its initial move, the committee conducted a series of interviews of all delegates-elect to the Legislature on the subject of woman suffrage, receiving for the most part non-committal replies. Under these circumstances, the committee could only provide these men with some facts about the suffrage movement and request them to give a suffrage bill fair consideration.

The committee approved a state-wide suffrage bill which proposed a referendum to amend the Maryland Constitution, Article I, Section 1, to read "all elections shall be ... by every citizen, male or female,

7Ibid., 9 November, 1911, p. 16. 8Ibid.
of the United States of the age of twenty-one or more . . . " Further progressive reform measures which the committee considered included the appointment of women to political boards; regulation of the working hours of women for either a ten-hour or an eight-hour day; control of child labor; and the practices of initiative, referendum, and recall.° Never before in the history of Maryland politics had women taken such an active part as in the year of 1911.

"Woman suffrage" became a popular topic of discussion among various groups. On the last day of November, 1911, sixty Democrats of the Eleventh Ward debated on this very issue. When three judges were chosen, Mr. Harry Heckheimer, a well known supporter of woman's rights, protested that all three were known to be against equal suffrage, but he was ignored, and the debate continued. He pleaded for political equality for all citizens.

What evidence have we that merely being a man qualifies one to vote? . . . What we need is a little moral suasion. 10

At the close of the debate, the judges voted in favor of Mr. Heckheimer, and a resolution was adopted to support women's right to suffrage on an equal footing with men. Another interesting meeting was a session at the Baltimore Y.M.C.A., where, for the first time, "antis" and "pros" met together to plead their cases. As soon as one speaker convinced the audience that his side was right, an opponent would present such a strong argument that the listeners were left helplessly confused, not knowing which one to believe. 11

9Ibid., 20 November, 1911, p. 9.

10Ibid., 2 January, 1912, p. 9.

11Ibid.
The Baltimore Sun also joined the timely talk by reporting about an amazing number of woman voters in the State of California. It announced that there were 87,000 more registered women than men in California, and that the women could seize the reins of power from the Californian men.12 Another article described the delighted California woman politicians that "they can from now on control the politics of the State."13 Although this report made woman suffragists jubilant, it alarmed many conservative people with the prospect of losing the "good old days."

On February 13, 1912, eight hundred women gathered before the House Committee on Constitutional Amendment with a petition signed by 38,000 voters and with a large sum of money with which to pay for the referendum expense, if necessary.14 In contrast to the previous hearing of 1910, the atmosphere bore no trace of the militant, the blaring, the sensational, and the disorganized. The questions asked and the answers given were more sensible and reasonable. Twenty-two members of the House pledged their support to the passage of the bill; three times this number was necessary to pass it. A moving speech was delivered by Congressman Edward T. Taylor of Colorado, who urged the passage of the bill, calling it a "blessing":

Gentlemen, there is too much said in the East for woman suffrage and there is too much said against it. It will not bring

12 Ibid., 27 December, 1911, p. 1.
13 Ibid., 28 December, 1911, p. 1.
14 In reply to a complaint of some delegates that the referendum would cost high, Mrs. Donald R. Hooker, President of the Just Government League, told the reporters, "The expenses will be paid by all those behind the bill. As of now, the Just Government League is able to pay the whole cost." Baltimore Sun, 11 February, 1912, p. 12.
the millennium, it will not destroy the evil passions of mankind and it will not keep the children from catching measles. But there are countless benefits to Maryland if you pass the bill. You members of the Legislature do not decide this question, you put it up to the people. Chivalry demands that you do this."15

After praising Congressman Taylor's speech, Mr. John B. Hanna, chairman of the Republican State central committee, endorsed the bill, declaring that he had never found even one reason why he should not.16 Mrs. Hooker, Mrs. Funck, and Miss Maddox also spoke before the Committee. Altogether, twenty-three organizations were represented at the hearing on behalf of the suffrage bill.17

Women who were opposed to equal suffrage had their opportunity on February 27 to argue for the rejection of the pending suffrage bill. As a guest speaker for the anti-suffragists, Mr. William T. Warburton, the Republican floor leader of the Maryland House of Delegates, revealed

15 Ibid., 14 February, 1912, p. 1. 16 Ibid.
17 The following are the 23 organizations which supported the bill:
- The State Equal Franchise League of Maryland
- The Equal Suffrage League of Baltimore
- The College Equal Suffrage League
- The Men's League for Woman Suffrage
- The Just Government League of Maryland
- The Maryland State Wide Suffrage Association
- The Woman's Cooperative School Club
- The Guild of St. George
- The Maryland State Federation of Labor
- The Mothers' Club
- The Maryland Association of Graduate Nurses
- The Woman's Medical College Alumnae
- The Woman's Christian Temperance Union
- The Friends Benevolent Society
- The Govans Improvement Society
- The Ladies of the Macabees
- The Baltimore Association of Jewish Women
- The Settlement Association
- The Delphian Club
- The Typographical Union
- The Social Service League of Goucher College
- The Spring Club
- The Myserheer Singing Society
his shocking experiences in Colorado and urged a decided rejection of the bill. He said:

Two years ago I traveled through Colorado. I was amazed and shocked beyond my expectation to find the theatres, the hotels, gambling houses wide open on Sunday. To one who was used to the sanctity of the Maryland Sunday, it came as a shock and I returned to this old commonwealth happy in the thought that it was my home . . . I shall never vote for woman, because I have too much respect for her and it is my humble judgment that good women themselves do not desire the ballot. You gentlemen of the Committee ought to be able to decide this question because you have seen both sides of it.16

When the Committee voted, only Mr. William H. Marble of Baltimore City and Mr. Thomas G. Campbell of Baltimore County favored the bill; the rest voted for the verdict laid by Chairman Waters that "the best thing to do with the suffrage bill is to wring its neck."19 A dreadful fate, a horrible ending for so noble a cause! The bill was sent to the House with an unfavorable report.

The all day debate in the House the next day began with Mr. Warburton's speech, so called "one of the ablest speeches ever delivered in the House," which favored a rejection of the bill.20 In spite of the unfriendly atmosphere of the House, Mr. Campbell, the sponsor of the bill, moved to substitute the favorable minority report for that of the majority. After explaining again the nature of the bill which proposed to substitute "he or she" whenever "he" occurred in the Constitution, Mr. Campbell reminded the delegates that voting for the bill would not be taken as a commitment to woman suffrage but merely as approval for submitting it to the people for their opinion and decision.21 In reply

18Baltimore Sun, 28 February, 1912, p. 2.
19Ibid., 29 February, 1912, p. 1.
20Ibid.
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to Mr. Campbell, Mr. Cummings called the whole proposition a "wildest cat theory," while Mr. Posey characterized the thirty-eight thousand voters who signed the petition as people who "will sign anything that is presented to them." The House rejected the suffrage bill by an overwhelming vote of 74 to 18. The Equal Suffrage League's bill, proposing to enfranchise tax-paying women of Baltimore, though passed by the Senate, was turned down without a discussion in the House.

The Maryland Anti-Suffrage Association was greatly encouraged by the Assembly's action on the bill and opened its own crusade to the effect that women were more influential without the ballot than with it. Mrs. Robert Garrett, President of the Association, presiding over a large meeting on March 24, emphasized the old doctrine that man was woman's lord and master. Miss Minnie Bronson told the audience that without women's voting, thirty-four states had enacted protection laws for women and thirty-seven states had compelled employers to furnish seats for women workers.

Another long-time fighter against woman suffrage, Miss Emily Brissell, opposed woman's politicking on the grounds that it would only place a useless burden on mothers. In the meeting, woman suffrage was described as a harmful threat that would unsex women. Some of the Talbot County ladies joined this crusade by holding weekly parlor meetings at which they discussed the effective ways and means of "defending the home against the vicious attacks of the suffragists." Women opposed to suffrage were becoming as zealous as those who wanted the ballot.

22 Ibid.  
23 Maryland News, 29 February, 1913, p. 208.  
24 Baltimore Sun, 26 March, 1912, p. 9.  
25 Ibid., 5 May, 1912, p. 7.
Upset by repeated failure in the General Assembly of 1912, suffragists undertook a serious investigation of their campaign methods and their effectiveness. The study revealed a singular lack of any clean-cut, consecutive plan of action. For example, presenting two suffrage bills, state-wide and municipal, for consideration meant that the suffrage forces were divided. The supporters of the state-wide bill did not back the municipal bill, and vice versa. The state-wide suffragists based their stand on basic principles as well as expediency. However, although everyone was a universal suffragist at heart, some often aimed at getting just a half loaf of bread, proverbially considered better than none, and the Equal Suffrage League sacrificed a real desire for full suffrage for the limited municipal bill. Consequently, nothing was attained. In the future, the consolidation of all Maryland suffragists behind one common front would have to be maintained.

Lack of political experience was another obvious weakness. Suffragists were so anxious to make friends for the movement at any cost that they never made an effort to appraise the value of such friends. The person who was first and foremost a Democrat or a philanthropist or the like and only secondly a suffragist offered no real value. Definitely a new policy of supporting and counting on only those who were first a suffragist and then something else had to be instituted and enforced.

In the eagerness to revise campaign methods, the question of "what kind of suffrage bill" all should support became the most cogent topic. In March, 1913, Dr. Florence R. Sabin, Associate Professor of Anatomy at Johns Hopkins University; Dr. Lillian Welsh, a prominent woman physician; and Miss Mary Cathcart met for a discussion of this
very topic. Dr. Welsh was strongly for "universal suffrage first, last, and all the time." The other three leaders also agreed with Dr. Welsh on supporting the state-wide suffrage bill, which simply demanded an elimination of the word "male," and which was most popular among suffrage and civic clubs. Following suit, the Equal Suffrage League, which had twice deviated from the united front, pledged its full support for the state-wide bill. Now all were determined to refuse any suffrage bill other than a state-wide one.

Specific methods of publicity and education, organization, and political work recommended by the Just Government League, were adopted by the joint committee. To start the publicizing and educational campaign, mass, open-air, and parlor meetings were held to attract audiences. At these meetings, people were informed and enlightened on the subject of why women should vote; and many of them decided to render their services to the movement. When a sufficient number of suffrage supporters were gathered, a city or county organization was set up. Once an organization was established, the members started raising funds and gaining experience in working together through fairs, bazaars, theatre benefits, and sales of suffrage Christmas seals. As the next step, members prepared to undertake political work such as getting voters' signatures for a suffrage petition, persuading voters to elect only equal-suffrage-endorsed candidates, securing suffrage planks in the party platforms, putting the bill into the Legislature, and lobbying.

26 Maryland News, 4 May, 1912, p. 18.
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28 For the first time in the nation, selling Suffrage Seals during the Christmas seasons was started by the Just Government League in 1911. Gradually it spread all over the country.
for the passage of the bill. For the best results, good coordination of publicity, and political work was an absolute necessity.

At the initiative of the Just Government League, "speakers' classes" were conducted to train qualified and able speakers. The classes were designed to help the women with instructions on speech topics and with ready-written answers to the frequently raised questions, so that they could effectively perform the front-line duty of publicity and education. In summer, whenever the weather was agreeable, a speaker would address a crowd from an automobile-platform. During the cold months, speaking engagements at parlor-meeting, called at the residence of some leading citizens, attracted both "antis" and "pros" to meet and talk at one place. Closer personal contact and acquaintance were most effective in bringing more converts to the suffrage cause. During 1913, the Just Government League alone held 210 meetings of executive committee, 214 organized parlor-meetings with a total attendance of 19,410, and 86 open-air meetings, at which 9,500 men and women were addressed. Meantime, the suffrage message was spread to 114,000 Marylanders through literature. 29

Suffrage signs and parades were also used to give publicity. At circus parades, athletic meets, and concert intermissions, the suffrage sign "Votes for Women" were posted. The first spectacular parade appeared when the National Democratic Party held its national convention of 1912 in Baltimore. With high hopes that an enthusiastic showing and a plea might influence the Democratic party to endorse woman suffrage, a colorful suffrage parade was launched on May 31, in spite of rainy

29 Maryland News, 18 April, 1914, pp. 18-20.
weather, attracting more than fifty thousand spectators.\textsuperscript{30} Having delivered fervent speeches and hysterical oratory about noble Democratic principles, the convention, however, ended without caring about women's wishes, leaving one half of the citizens deprived of suffrage on account of sex. Parades were used afterwards on all primary and regular election days in order to remind the voters that only suffrage-endorsed candidates should be elected.

Of the twenty-eight (28) senators and one hundred two (102) delegates in the General Assembly, there were only four senators and twenty-four delegates to represent the 117,264 registered voters of Baltimore City, while twenty-four senators and seventy-eight delegates were sent by the 175,674 registered voters in the counties.\textsuperscript{31} In other words, the great majority of the Maryland delegates were elected from the counties. For the immediate goal of passing the bill through the Legislature, it was obviously advantageous to concentrate efforts in the counties.

The Just Government League took the most active and prominent leadership in promptly extending activity to the counties by appointing Miss L. C. Trax, Mrs. Nannie Melvin, and Mrs. Marjorie Daw Johnson as field organizers. These three workers were to organize suffrage units in Allegany, Anne Arundel, Baltimore, Cecil, Carrol, Worcester, Frederick, Harford, Montgomery, Prince George's, Talbot, Washington, and Westminster counties. Through the successful work of field organizing in the counties, the Just Government League had an increase of 2,000 members during March and April of 1913.\textsuperscript{32} All the new members participated in the campaign of urging the voters to elect only

\textsuperscript{30}Ibid., 16 June, 1912, p. 48. \textsuperscript{31}Ibid., 14 September, 1912, p. 95. \textsuperscript{32}Ibid., 19 April, 1913, p. 20.
suffrage-endorsed candidates by having them sign a pledge slip in which they agreed to vote "in preference for such candidates as pledge themselves to support Equal Suffrage until the Legislature submits the question to the voters for decision." 33

The Socialist, Prohibition, and Progressive parties had already endorsed equal suffrage by the Spring of 1913. As women’s best political friend, the Prohibition party openly criticized the injustice of political serfdom of woman citizens and inserted an equal suffrage plank. The Maryland Woman’s Christian Temperance Union, co-worker of the Prohibition party, carried out a great deal of suffrage work, although it was not called a suffrage club. Another closely related organization, the Anti-Saloon League, endorsed woman suffrage as early as July, 1912, under Superintendent William H. Anderson. 34 Several Socialist clubs extended invitations to suffrage workers to speak at their meetings. The motives of these new or third parties’ willing declaration in favor of woman suffrage might be accounted for by their own principles of reform, in which they believed women could help, and by their weak state, which made them ready to grasp at straws. While giving these parties full credit for suffrage endorsement, it was still clear that the franchise would have to come from the dominant major parties.

Because women seemed to divide themselves on main issues in much the same way as men, so that no one party seemed likely to get a definite majority of women’s votes, neither the Republican nor the Democratic party saw any advantage in enfranchising women, while there would be the inconveniences of more work and higher expenses in

33 Ibid.  
34 Ibid., 3 August, 1913, p. 72.
campaigning. Women were asking these politicians to divide the power of which men had a monopoly; to give up a sure thing for an uncertainty; and to sacrifice every selfish interest in the name of justice, a word which often had no place in politics. Moreover, the industrial, commercial, and liquor interests from whom the Republican and Democratic parties derived a considerable amount of monetary contribution were strongly opposed to women's demands. Also, the plain fact that women were willing to support any individual candidate or party, if he only supported women's voting right, gained them no favor from either major party.

The Maryland Republican party, which was a minority group with a reputation for being both moderate and liberal in the General Assembly, ventured to adopt an initiative and referendum plank at its state convention of August 14, 1913. Nevertheless, the really useful support which the women needed was that of the Democrats, who occupied a majority of seats in the Assembly. At the Democratic state convention, Mr. Jackson H. Ralston of Prince George's County made an earnest plea for the adoption of an "initiative and referendum" plank. Mr. Ralston pleaded:

Are we going to boast of our past achievements and ask people to support us on them alone? We must keep pace with the times and give the machinery of government which they need in this day.

At the first vote the proposal was carried by 14 to 13 majority. Then, Mr. Carville Benson got busy, with a determined look on his face; as

---
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a result it was reconsidered and defeated by a vote of 17 to 7, the
votes of Washington, Anne Arundel, and Caroline Counties having been
switched.37 Mr. Arthur P. Gorman, another woman's rights supporter,
offered a woman suffrage plank. Speaking against the proposal,
Mr. Bellis brought up the frightening fact that if women were able to
vote "all Whites might have to move out," because there were only 85
Whites to 379 Negroes in Annapolis.38 The plank was refused by a vote
of 20 to 7. The seven men who voted in the affirmative justified their
action by stating with broad smiles that they just had to stand with the
ladies because of promises. Each explanation brought a gust of
laughter.39 The whole effort to secure Democratic support was lost amid
a round of men's laughter.

Having failed to win the support of the Democratic party, suffrage
ists immediately directed their campaign at individual delegates on
a bi-partisan basis. Every delegate was interviewed and urged to vote
for a referendum on the woman suffrage question. This effort was not
totally without success; a few long time anti-feminists recognized that
the suffrage question deserved the opinion and decision of all Marylan-
ders. Mr. Cummings had this to say: "I've come round that far, but
I may vote against the bill when it gets before the people."40 The
women counted on the Republicans in the Assembly to vote according to
their party pledge for a referendum. As the campaign seemed to be
moving fairly well, many suffrage leaders optimistically voiced the
opinion that suffrage might be granted to women by the direct approval

37Ibid. 38Ibid. 39Ibid. 40Maryland News, 20 September, 1913, pp 93-94.
of the enlightened voters in a referendum rather than by the conservative legislators.

To spread suffrage news widely and to direct an effective campaign, a weekly, The Maryland Suffrage News, was published starting April 6, 1912, with Mrs. Donald R. Hooker as its Editor-in-Chief and Mrs. Dora G. Ogle as Business Manager. The Maryland Suffrage News and The Women's Journal, official paper of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, were subscribed together, so that readers would be fully informed of both the local and the national suffrage movement. A "subscription drive" was encouraged not only for the campaign but also for financial reasons. The Maryland Suffrage News was circulated in Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, Delaware, New York, and even as far as California; and within a short time it won a reputation for being one of the best suffrage papers in the country.¹¹

The Men's League for Woman Suffrage, which engaged in activities among men, especially in labor unions, had an able champion in the General Secretary of the League, the Reverend James Mythen. He was enthusiastically welcomed at the Carpenters' Union and the Wage Earners' Union. The joint visit by the Rev. Mythen and Mrs. William J. Brown, President of the State Equal Franchise League, to the Ladies' Garment Maker's Union resulted in the formation of a small suffrage club, which later joined the State Equal Franchise League.¹²

In none of the Eastern states had there been so rapid a growth of suffrage sentiment during the past few years as in Maryland. Like

¹¹Interview with Miss Alice Paul, President of the National Woman's Party, in Washington, D. C., on June 20, 1960.

¹²Maryland News, 26 April, 1913, p. 25.
a rolling snowball, suffrage organizations grew stronger and larger in activity and in membership. Some people were optimistic enough to predict that Maryland might be the first State in the East to reach the goal of woman suffrage. "Votes for women" talk became so much a popular subject of conversation, especially among women, that some even ridiculed it as a fad. For example, The Baltimore Sun, which had once greeted the movement with sympathy, now willingly carried a timely cartoon of a typically mischaracterized side of the movement. The caption read:

Sideburn effects in their dressing, trouser-like skirts and walking canes are fashionable; also lap dogs. But the Spring fads cannot be blamed on the I-want-to-vote woman after all.43

By whatever name the suffrage movement might have been called, the Maryland suffragists were content to have attracted the attention of the public, especially of the womanfolk.

As the first step in preparing for the 1914 campaign, the second joint committee of the State Equal Franchise League, the Men's League, the Maryland Woman Suffrage Association, the College League, and the Just Government League was formed to carry out the campaign in unity. The committee renewed the pledge to support the state-wide suffrage bill which had been drawn by Miss Maddox and tried twice in 1910 and 1912. Mrs. Frank Ramey was appointed chairman of the lobby committee in Annapolis with Mrs. Robert Moss, Mrs. S. Johnson Poe, and Mrs. Hooker as her aids.

The House Committee on Constitutional Amendment, after hearing scores of feminists' speeches at the public hearing on February 10, 1914, prepared to throw the McNabb Woman Suffrage Bill into a "junk pile" by

43 Baltimore Sun, 16 February, 1914, p. 7.
a vote of 8 to 3.\textsuperscript{44} The disappointed suffragists accused House Speaker Trippe of having purposely packed the Committee with well-known anti-suffrage men.\textsuperscript{45} The following day in the House, the bill, for which a 45 to 43 majority was cast on the first call, was defeated by a decisive vote of 43 to 60.\textsuperscript{46} Of the twenty-four Baltimore city delegates, only Mahool, Delaney, Hall, L. Wilkinson, and Grieble aligned themselves on the side of suffragists. Mr. Wilkinson and Mr. Cummings, who had previously promised not to oppose the bill in the House, broke their personal promises and voted against it. The suffrage advocates and their friends among men were helplessly depressed, while the opponents of the bill refrained from applause in the gallery as though they appreciated the feelings of the situation. Most of the people, packed in the gallery and on the floor, were there to witness the impending fight on the oyster question and had little interest in the suffrage bill. The same fate was met in the Senate. Disregarding their pledge of unity in support of the state-wide suffrage bill, the Equal Suffrage League again independently introduced a partial suffrage bill with educational and property qualifications, which failed even to get a hearing.\textsuperscript{47} Some legislators sent the following message to the women:

\begin{quote}
Don't come asking us for the ballot. We won't give it to you. You are not wanted in the legislative halls. Go home and take care of the boys and girls.\textsuperscript{48}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{44}Ibid., 19 February, 1914, p. 1.
\textsuperscript{45}\textit{Maryland News}, 21 February, 1914, p. 396.
\textsuperscript{46}\textit{Baltimore Sun}, 19 February, 1914, p. 1.
\textsuperscript{47}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{48}\textit{Maryland News}, 14 March, 1914, p. 404.
Considering all these persistent demands for political rights by women, why is it that woman suffrage was continuously denied? Why were these educated, property-owning, self-reliant, and public-spirited women deprived of the right of representation? Perhaps one of the main reasons was the stubborn refusal of the General Assembly, composed of conservative men, to recognize the changing sphere of modern women's life. These men in the Assembly held in their hands absolute authority to grant or withhold the right of suffrage from women. Throughout the active campaign, the Maryland suffragists had neither been successful in converting the Assembly to the equal suffrage cause nor in preventing the re-election of die-hard anti-suffrage legislators to the Assembly.

Usually reforms of every kind are inaugurated and carried forward by a minority; and there certainly could be no reason why this particular issue should prove an exception. Many revisions of laws unjust to women had been gained by a few brave women; the ballot could be also obtained by the foresight, courage, and toil of the few. The voting right was necessarily the most difficult one to obtain, because it required a constitutional amendment and involved a more radical revolution than all the others combined. May, 1914, in the crucial moment of restrengthening the movement, the Maryland suffragists were thrown into deep sorrow by the death of Mrs. Elizabeth King Ellicott, whose unselfish devotion for women's advancement had resulted in the founding of the Maryland Federation of Women's Clubs, the Equal Suffrage League, and the State Equal Franchise League. She left a legacy of $25,000 with the Equal Suffrage League to be used for the betterment of women.49 Mrs. Charles E. Ellicott assumed temporary chairmanship of the League.

49Maryland Women, I, 124.
Whenever the suffrage bill was defeated in the Legislature, the women looked forward to another opportunity with the next Legislature. As early as January 27, 1915, in order to assure victory in the General Assembly of 1916, Mrs. Funck, Mrs. Hooker, and Mrs. Charles E. Ellicott organized the Woman Suffrage Party of Baltimore. By a formal alliance of all the suffrage organizations under one central command, the Party hoped to avoid any duplication of work in the city and to pursue an effective and economical campaign. Furthermore, the Party led full-scale organizing work in the counties during 1915. At the end of 1915, as a result of active work, the Just Government League alone had a membership totalling approximately 17,000 women.

Securing suffrage endorsements from the two major parties in the State became the main project during the fall of 1915. However, the Democratic state convention of September 23, 1915, denied the women even a few minutes' plea. Although Mrs. Funck was granted a hearing before the Rules Committee, the Republican convention, recalling well the unpopularity of the suffrage bill of 1914, refused to renew the referendum plank which they had endorsed in 1913. With no party support, the suffrage bill of 1916 seemed hopeless indeed.

Decisively, by the almost 2 to 1 ratio of 64 to 36, the 1916 House of Delegates turned down the suffrage bill. To everyone's surprise, however, for the first time since the woman suffrage bill had been introduced into the Maryland General Assembly, an attentive discussion was carried on in the Senate the following day. Senators William J. Ogden of the Fourth District of Baltimore City, J. F. Mudd of Charles

50 Maryland News, April 18, 1915, p. 19.
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County, and L. Atwood Bennett of Wicomico County addressed the Senate in favor of equal suffrage. All Marylanders were certainly startled when the Senate passed the Mudd Equal Suffrage Bill by the clear majority of 17 to 10, the House rejection of the previous day notwithstanding. All Republican Senators voted in the affirmative except Mr. William F. Chesley. Although the Senate passage of the bill had no actual value without the House approval, the very fact that the bill passed the Senate was extremely gratifying and pleasing to the Maryland suffragists. The friends of the bill in the Senate managed so skillfully that even those who had voted against it in the Senate Committee on Amendments reversed their votes, merely for the sake of having their names placed on record as being in favor. The Senate approval of woman suffrage did not stand on a firm foundation but rather on the Senators' sympathy for the unbending courage of the suffrage leaders. The following map shows how the representatives and senators of each county cast their votes on the State-Wide Woman Suffrage Amendment Bill of 1916.

Because of disillusionment and exhaustion over the repeatedly unsuccessful attempts to enfranchise women through the General Assembly, the morale of the movement fell drastically. Mrs. A. C. Hill, President of the Anne Arundel League, reported its condition as a "set back," while the Carroll County League regretted its inactivity after the failure of the 1916 bill. The Montgomery County suffragists, who had the problem of many newcomers from Washington who took little interest in county affairs, came up with a more serious problem: the conservative

---
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TABULATED VOTE ON THE PROPOSED STATE WOMEN SUFFRAGE AMENDMENT TO THE MARYLAND CONSTITUTION IN THE LEGISLATURE IN 1916

- Overwhelmingly favorable to suffrage
- Slightly favorable to suffrage
- A relatively balanced sentiment
- Slightly unfavorable to suffrage
- Strongly opposed to suffrage
older generation had grown sharply hostile to the suffrage movement because of the impression that suffragists were opposing the Democratic party. 54 Other county clubs similarly reported slowness in all activities.

Unable to win the favor of the General Assembly, the Maryland suffragists turned now, in their hour of disappointment, to the proposed Federal woman suffrage amendment. A resolution was adopted pledging full-hearted support and active participation to secure the passage of this amendment. 55 A moving appeal was made to the dignity and power of the 4,000,000 women voters in the United States, requesting them to organize an independent party of voters in order to exert pressure on the party in power, which would be responsible for the passage of the amendment. Under the influence of Miss Alice Paul, Chairman of the Congressional Union, Mrs. Townsend Scott and Mrs. Hooker organized the Congressional Union Maryland Branch in May, 1915, and opened an active campaign for the Federal amendment.

54 Ibid., 21 October, 1916, p. 236.
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CHAPTER V

MARYLAND AND A CAMPAIGN FOR THE FEDERAL
WOMAN SUFFRAGE AMENDMENT

Having been frustrated at every turn in efforts to secure favorable state action, Maryland leaders in 1915 began to concentrate their campaign in the hope of a Federal constitutional enactment, because it seemed, at this juncture, to be the surest, the most effective and the most dignified course open. Thus, at the annual convention in that year of the Just Government League, a resolution was offered in support of the "Susan B. Anthony Amendment." The text of the Amendment read as follows:

Section I. The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any State on account of sex.

Section II. The Congress shall have power, by appropriate legislation, to enforce the provisions of this article.¹

This resolution, regularly introduced into Congress by Miss Susan B. Anthony since 1869, was being pushed by Miss Alice Paul of the Congressional Union and Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt of the National American Woman Suffrage Association. But the two organizations aimed at the goal of a Federal Amendment from the opposite directions. The Congressional Union, later the National Woman's Party, pursued a militantly active political policy, which looked toward quick results. The

National Association preferred to move steadily on a long-range plan, which had as its objective persuading the President and the Nation of women's rights as a part of great democratic goals.

The break between the Congressional Union and the National Association had already come by the end of 1913 over the procedural question of supporting the Anthony amendment. It grew sharper in 1914. The Congressional Union took the position that those who held power were responsible to the country not only for what they did but also for what they did not do.2 The Democratic party's inaction on the issue was taken to be clear evidence of a policy of open hostility to woman's rights. The Union, hoping to swing the election in a section of the country where there were women's votes, campaigned against Wilson and the Democratic candidates in the West. The National Association, on the contrary, was opposed to Miss Paul's policy, fearing that it would alienate needed votes in the Congress and especially that it would result in driving Wilson farther away from suffrage instead of winning his support.3

So it happened that, by June of 1916, when the United States faced a Presidential contest, with the entire House of Representatives and one third of the Senate also at stake, the Congressional Union met in Chicago to organize the National Woman's Party in the twelve States. For the first time in history, women throughout a considerable part of the country ventured to raise their voice as a political party, backed by the ballot. The Woman's Party, in maintaining an anti-Democratic position, directed its principal attack against Mr. Wilson, whose

---


3 Flexner, p. 267.
campaign largely ignored the suffrage question, preferring to emphasize the fact that "he kept us out of war." An official pamphlet of the Woman's Party, The Suffragists, announced the Party's aims quite clearly:

In thirty-six states they (the male voters) are not attempting to harm a political hair of Mr. Wilson's head. They would view with composure the reelection of Mr. Wilson—but not in the equal suffrage states and not by the help of women's votes. One thing we have to teach Mr. Wilson and his party—and all on-looking parties—that the group which opposes national suffrage for women will lose women's support in twelve great commonwealths controlling nearly a hundred electoral votes; too large a fraction to risk, or to risk twice, even if once risked successfully. If that is made clear, it is a matter of total indifference to the Woman's Party—so far as suffrage is concerned—who is the next President of the United States.⁴

These twelve suffrage States, it was stated, with their four million women constituted nearly one-fourth of the electoral college and more than one-third of the votes necessary to elect a President. With enough women organized in each state to hold the balance of power, the women's votes could "determine the presidency of the United States."⁵

The organization of the Woman's Party and the pronouncement of its aims did help to focus a greater attention upon the suffrage issue; and the major political parties adopted woman suffrage planks in their platforms, though they were vague as to the specific methods of securing it. The Republican convention in Chicago favored "the extension of suffrage to women" but recognized "the right of each state to settle this question for itself."⁶ The Democratic party at its St. Louis convention in June recommended "the extension of the franchise to the

⁴The Suffragist, 30 September, 1916. ⁵Ibid., 24 June, 1917.
women of the country by the States upon the same terms as to men." The National Woman's Party publicly approved of these favorable planks, as the logical result of its own convention work.

Somewhat encouraged by these developments in the major political parties, Maryland suffragists once more resumed their campaign to influence the politicians of their own State. Some of the men now seemed convinced as, for example, Mr. A. J. Cummings of Montgomery County who pledged "that I will not oppose (a) woman suffrage plank in the Democratic state convention." The women had twice previously been disappointed at Mr. Cummings' breaking similar promises, but were inclined to feel that this time he might mean what he said. Governor Emerson C. Harrington, however, when interviewed, avoided any commitment by saying that "I would rather not commit myself upon this question at this time." Maryland, a strongly Democratic State, had cast its sixteen votes in opposition to the woman suffrage plank at the St. Louis convention; and it was clear that suffragists faced a hard campaign ahead.

The National Woman's Party, concentrating its efforts against the reelection of Mr. Wilson and other Democratic members to the Congress in the twelve suffrage States, nevertheless found time to make some efforts even in Maryland, and displayed banners on the street corners, urging voters to "Vote Against Wilson!" for "He Kept Us Out of Suffrage!" Democratic orators, rushing to the rescue of their candidate, tried to pacify the ladies, pleading, "Give the President time. He cannot do everything at once. Trust him once more; he will do it for you next time."

---
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When election day arrived, suffrage leaders were forced to listen to results that fell far short of giving the desired lesson to either Wilson or his party, for the President carried ten out of twelve suffrage States, losing only Illinois and Oregon; and the cause was even less successful in defeating Democratic candidates to Congress. Especially, in Maryland, a campaign against Democratic Congressman Fred M. C. Talbott, strongly opposed to suffrage, also ended in failure, as Mr. Talbott was comfortably reelected.\(^\text{12}\)

As has been noted, the National American Woman Suffrage Association developed its policies somewhat differently from that of Miss Paul and the Woman's Party. Mrs. Catt, the President of the National Association, had been bitterly disappointed in the Republicans' failure to include in their Chicago platform "a suffrage plank that had any teeth in it,"\(^\text{13}\) particularly after the heroic suffrage demonstration of five thousand women marching in a cold, drenching rainstorm, buffeted by gale winds from the lake front. The Democratic plank, favoring the "extension of suffrage to women state by state, on the same terms as to men," pleased Mrs. Catt no better. However, in these circumstances, Mrs. Catt wisely decided that the most obvious and first step, if possible, was to win over Mr. Wilson to support a Federal Amendment.\(^\text{14}\) To accomplish this, Mrs. Catt assigned to her cohorts a specific role to play. In the States, in which woman suffrage already existed, the women were to get their legislatures to importune Congress on behalf of a Federal amendment; and in those states, where favorable opportunities existed for a referendum to amend State constitutions, they were to continue such
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a campaign. A third group, primarily in the South, was instructed to work at least for suffrage in presidential and primary elections.

Meanwhile relations with Germany were rapidly deteriorating. Following Germany’s announcement of unlimited submarine warfare, the United States declared war on Germany on April 6, 1917. The war aims which the Wilson Administration gradually developed were summed up in the phrase "make the world safe for democracy." From this phrase, Mrs. Catt deduced that the success of suffrage would depend on whether women, too, were joined with the Administration in the war effort.\(^{15}\)

Not so with the Woman’s Party. A large number of its leaders being quakers, the Party took no steps toward participating in war work, though some individual members did so engage. Miss Paul and the Party leaders tried to win President Wilson’s support by deputations, petitions, and parades. These women wished to hear the President "speak some favorable words" and promise to use his "good and great office to end this wasteful struggle of women."\(^{16}\) As usual, Mr. Wilson answered them without enthusiasm. Out of despair, Mrs. Harriet Stanton Blatch, daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, called for a new type of action that should "keep the question before him (the President) all the time."\(^{17}\) Thus, the first suffrage picket stood outside the gates of the White House on January 10, 1917.

At the beginning picketing by women did not seem sufficiently important to warrant even the attention of the local newspapers. The banners rang with the insistent demand:

"Mr. President! How Long Must Woman Wait for Liberty?"\(^{18}\)

\(^{15}\)Flexner, p. 284.  
\(^{16}\)Stevens, p. 56.  
\(^{17}\)Ibid., p. 59.  
\(^{18}\)Ibid., p. 66.
As the pickets came back day after day, the press began to call these women "undesirable," "unwomanly," and "dangerous." Yet, there were many who expressed words of approval and encouragement, and they said, "Keep it up; you are on the right track."\(^{19}\) Rain or shine, snow or cold, the pickets continued in front of the White House. The Congressional Union of Maryland and the Maryland Suffrage Clubs, whose demand had not been answered by their own State legislature for more than seventeen years, willingly joined the picket lines.

When the Maryland legislature was summoned in special session to deal with emergency wartime problems, the Woman Suffrage Party of Baltimore prepared to try for a bill, which would allow them to vote in Presidential and primary elections.

Mrs. Hooker wrote to the President for his personal support for the Maryland suffrage bill on April 12, 1917.\(^{20}\) Mr. Wilson replied through his Secretary, Mr. Joseph P. Tumulty, who wrote that "The President hopes with all his heart that the bill will pass."\(^{21}\) Governor Cox of Ohio came also to the support of the Maryland bill, reminding the Democratically dominant Legislature that passing the bill "is a matter of good faith . . . of patriotic officials."\(^{22}\) Suffragists visited the White House, requesting the President to "interpret the suffrage plank in the National Democratic Platform for the enlightenment of the Governor, the General Assembly, and the people of Maryland."\(^{23}\) Senators and Representatives from Maryland were also called on for support. Congressman Linthicum delighted women by saying that if he were
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in the State Legislature, he would certainly vote for a suffrage amendment. These favorable comments spurred the woman workers to renewed vigor.

The Maryland suffrage forces were reorganized. Mrs. J. William Funck was elected the President of the Woman Suffrage Party of Baltimore, and close cooperation between Mrs. Funck, Mrs. Hooker, and others was resumed. The new motto carried an enthusiastic and persistent phrase, "Women now vote for President in nineteen states of the Union. Why should Maryland women be discriminated against?"

The day of victory seemed to be at hand with President Wilson's personal endorsement of the bill. Furthermore, many delegates assured women that the bill deserved to pass as a wartime measure. But Governor Harrington was hesitant to introduce the bill in the belief that the special session had been called to consider only important war legislation.

In order to quiet the Governor's objection, the Maryland suffragists invited Miss Jeannette Rankin, the first Congresswoman from Montana, to Baltimore on June 3, 1917. Miss Rankin, who had already sat unembarrassed among more than four hundred male members of the House of Representatives, was greeted by two thousand cheering persons at the Hippodrome. Only one-tenth of the audience were "dyed-in-the-wool suffragists," who looked upon Miss Rankin as a means of deliverance from bondage; most of them were eager just to have a glimpse of the most talked-of lady from Montana. Nor were they disappointed, for the

---
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Congresswoman, in a keen, intelligent, and attractive manner, proceeded to give a straightforward and unflattering address on suffrage. Some of the audience may have been disappointed that she was not a gray-haired, cynical, belligerent woman suffragist.  

Lobbying for the Presidential suffrage bill started with a supper and garden party in honor of the delegates to the special session. The affair was held at the residence of Mrs. William Spencer in Annapolis. On the first day of the session, Paul Revere's famous ride of 1775 was re-enacted by Miss Dorothy Ford, who rode into Annapolis bearing a message which read, "Keep not liberty from your own household."

On June 12, 1917, the suffrage bill was introduced into the special session of the General Assembly. Former Secretary of Maryland, N. Winslow Williams, had drawn up the bill to grant women the right to vote in the Presidential and municipal elections in all cities but Baltimore. In the House, Delegates John Shartzer of Garrett County, L. Cleveland Nelson of Somerset County, and Charles G. Griebel from the 4th District of Baltimore city sponsored the bill, while Senator L. Atwood Bennett of Wicomico County sponsored it in the Senate.

The Senate debate on June 19 was opened with the reading of a favorable report from the Judiciary Committee. Immediately upon the appearance of the bill, Senator Frick from Baltimore moved to postpone the debate, but lost the motion by 17 votes to 6. Senator Frick moved again to send the bill back to the Committee and continued with a long and tedious speech. The opponents of the bill were apparently trying to gain time in order to defeat the measure.

28 Ibid.  29 Maryland News, 16 June, 1917, p. 84.  30 Ibid., 23 June, 1917, p. 91.
While Senator Frick was filibustering, a conference of the supporters decided to make the bill, if possible, a special order on the following day. Senator Frick's motion to return the bill to the Committee was then turned down by 17 to 4, and Senator Norris' motion to make the bill the third special order for June 20 was carried. On Wednesday, after defeating a proposed amendment without roll call, the Presidential suffrage bill passed at its third reading by an 18 to 6 majority. Senator Frick still continued with his declaration that the bill was unconstitutional, and his friends predicted that the measure would meet the same fate as in 1916, namely passage by the Senate and defeat in the House.32

When the House considered the bill the following day, it was strongly believed to have a fair chance, although the House Judiciary Committee had reported on it unfavorably. Delegate Hall of Baltimore city at once moved to substitute the favorable minority report for the adverse majority statement. But that failed, and at length, after exhaustive debate the suffrage bill was finally rejected by 41 ayes to 56 nays.33 Although it had passed the Senate, the Maryland Presidential suffrage bill was again lost in the House.

As though the defeat in the special session had not discouraged the suffragists, the Presidential suffrage bill made its appearance again as soon as the regular session of the legislature convened in January, 1918. In his opening address to the General Assembly, Governor Harrington recognized woman suffrage as an issue which "deserves a serious and thoughtful consideration," for "the cause can no longer

31 Ibid. 32 Baltimore Sun, 21 June, 1917, p. 7.
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be joked or laughed at by the Legislature." Delegate William M. Fisher, who had voted against equal suffrage at the last two sessions of the Assembly, now agreed that "in all questions affecting the morality of . . . the state the woman folks should have a say." 

The Senate, which had previously passed practically the same bill, now decided to postpone its action indefinitely. In the House, though the bill was reported favorably by Mr. Fisher of the Elections Committee, it was lost by 42 ayes and 53 nays, lacking only six affirmative votes for passage. For twenty years the women of Maryland had demanded in vain equal suffrage from their Legislature.

The last hope that remained was a successful Federal suffrage amendment. The Maryland delegation had been sharing the burden of picketing the White House. As a silent protest against injustice, the picketing had created more criticism than any other demonstrations. Having been patient too long, the Maryland women tended to follow the campaign methods of the Woman's Party, especially in rebuking the frequently made charge that a majority of women did not want the ballot. The banners of the pickets began gradually to carry sharper phrases that were inconsistent with the high-powered war propaganda aimed at arousing patriotism. Mr. Wilson was called a Kaiser, a King, and a Czar. Some banners read:

Have you forgotten how you sympathized with the poor Germans because they were not self-governed?"

or,
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England and Russia are enfranchising their women in war time. How long must women wait for Liberty?37

Spectators broke into mob violence, when a banner informed the envoys of the Kerensky government, calling at the White House, that this country was a democracy in name only. Thereafter it flared repeatedly among onlookers, who included servicemen in uniform as well as outright hoodlums. After the picketing had continued unhindered for six months, arrests began on June 22.

The pickets showed no inclination to give up. There were always more ready to replace the women hauled off in police wagons. At first the pickets were dismissed without sentence. But as picketing and violence continued, the District Court began to sentence the women to jail, gradually increasing the term from a few days to six weeks and eventually to six months. The women were violating no law and perpetrating no crime; they were actually among the earliest victims of the abrogation of civil liberties in wartime. The only charge ever made against the pickets was that of obstructing sidewalk traffic. A total of two hundred eighteen women from twenty-six states were arrested during the first session of the Sixty-fifth Congress; ninety-seven went to prison. Most of the arrested women were either young and well-educated college graduates or nationally known professionals. These women protested against the illegality of the arrests, the bad conditions of the prison rooms, and the brutality of their treatment by going on hunger strikes. After receiving full reports on the arrests made since July, President Wilson ordered unconditional release for all pickets on November 27 and 28.38
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Among the arrested suffragists, there were ten Maryland women. Miss Lucy G. Branham, organizer of the National Woman's Party, was sentenced for sixty days in the Occoquan and District jails. Miss Mary Gertrude Fendall of Baltimore was sentenced for three days in January, 1919, for applauding in court. Mrs. T. W. Forbes of the Just Government League served a five days' sentence in the District jail. Miss Gladys Greiner of Baltimore was arrested three times and served sentences varying from fifteen to thirty days in the District jail. Miss Anne Herimer, Mrs. Kate Winston were the other demonstrators who were arrested and sentenced.

Certain gains from the picket incidents were undoubtedly taking place. The Senate Committee on Woman Suffrage issued a favorable report on September 15, which was the very next day after Senator Jones of New Mexico had visited the Occoquan working house to see the conditions of women. The House Committee on Woman Suffrage was finally appointed on September 24, and the voting date was set for January 12, 1918. The Woman's Party claimed all these developments to be the outcome of the picketing. Indeed, the picketing had aroused nation-wide attention and accelerated the action of Congress. Furthermore the women's persistence brought the Administration to the realization that the only solution for the problem lay in granting women the ballot. Other forces other than just the picketing were influential in bringing the Administration to this point; among the most obvious was the role of women in the country now totally at war, especially the need for cooperation from the National Woman Suffrage Association.

Like the Civil War, World War I brought many women out of their homes into new spheres of action. Thousands of women filled places in
all types of industries—transportation, textiles, and other occupations. It took four pages of small type in a government publication to list those occupations in which, in varying degrees, women were substituted for men in 1917 and 1918. Women were making appearances in the government bodies connected with the general war effort. Dr. Shaw, as chairman on a nearly full-time basis, and Mrs. Catt both served on the Women's Committee of the Council for National Defense, which tried to swing the nation's women into farming, kitchen gardening, food conservation, nursing, selling Liberty Bonds, and other kind of war activity. While engaged in war work, suffrage work remained the number one fighting job among all National Association leaders. Full-fledged participation of women in the effort to win the war won the favor and sympathy of President Wilson, and proved women's competence to assume economic, social, and political responsibility to the nation.

Miss Jeannette Rankin opened the general debate in the House on January 10, 1918. Opposition was mainly centered on the issues of States' Rights and the Southern bugbear of Negro suffrage. The term, "War" was used by speakers on both sides. "It is not a proper time to change the whole electoral system," said one; and another replied, "There never was a more propitious time than this hour for America to grant the right of suffrage to the noble women of this Republic." Then at long last came the announcement of the third roll call of the amendment—274 in favor and 136 opposed. On the floor the friends of the amendment were shouting their cheers; outside the gallery someone started to sing "Praise God From Whom All Blessings Flow" and hundreds

---
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of women's voice took up the refrain. The amendment, now forty-two years old, passed the House of Representatives.

Among the Maryland representation, Mr. Linthicum and Mr. Zihlman cast their votes in favor, while Mr. Mudd, Mr. Talbott, Mr. Coady, and Mr. Price were against the amendment. Mr. J. F. Mudd, former State Senator and an ardent supporter of woman's rights, had been well known for his skillful maneuver in passing the Mudd Equal Suffrage Bill in the Maryland Senate in 1916. However, believing strongly in States' Rights, Mr. Mudd opposed Federal interference in this matter.

While the legislative committees of the National Association and the National Woman's Party looked forward, at this juncture, seriously and soberly to the action of the Senate, local suffrage organizations started active plans for a speedy ratification by the States. In Maryland, the Federal suffrage amendment was publicized at open-air meetings and demonstrations. The White House as well as cabinet members were also visited. The Men's League campaigned among the male voters to collect endorsing signatures. A great number of requests for speakers on the Federal woman suffrage amendment came from the various clubs. Suffragists, generally speaking, were pleased with the rising tide of sentiment favorable to the Federal amendment. All suffrage clubs prepared to work toward the goal of Maryland ratification.

The largest and most influential women's group in Maryland, the Just Government League, accepted, in 1916, the offer of help from the National Woman's Party in the work with the State legislature. It followed also the Woman's Party's anti-Democratic attitude in the national campaign. Some of the League's officers joined the Woman's Party and engaged in the campaign against Wilson in the West. Mrs. Hooker
accepted the position of Editor-in-Chief of The Suffragist, official organ of the Woman's Party.

In 1918, the annual convention of the Just Government League adopted a resolution, urging Representative Rankin to introduce a bill which would raise the age of consent in the Federal law to twenty-one years of age. The Woman's Party was often discontented with Miss Rankin for not doing enough in the Congress. Miss Lucy Branham, who was a National Woman's Party's organizer in Georgia, was appointed a state organizer for the Just Government League. The chairman of the Woman's Party Maryland Branch, Mrs. Townsend Scott, also accepted the position of Congressional committee chairman for the League. League leaders deserve some sympathy for drifting into an anti-Democratic position and looking to the Woman's Party for leadership. By now, Maryland women were very impatient with the Democrats, who held a big majority in the State Assembly.

Southern Senators, as well as Senator Henry Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts, had delayed the U. S. Senate voting on the Amendment as long as possible. But, they suddenly changed their tactics and decided to allow a vote in the Senate, scheduling five days of debate before it. Of the two Senators from Maryland, Joseph France, well known as moderate and liberal, supported the Amendment. But Senator John W. Smith, a politician of the old school and a long-time veteran in the Senate, frankly announced his unbending opposition. Great pressure was brought to bear upon the President to intervene personally. On September 27,

---
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Mr. Wilson telegraphed six Senators known to be doubtful, asking them to vote for the Amendment. Advised by the Secretary of the Treasury MacAdoo, on September 30, President proceeded to take the unusual step of addressing the Senate in support of the suffrage measure. The speech was an eloquent plea, but it did not make the slightest impression on the opposition. In fact, some favoring the Amendment were aroused to hostility, feeling that the Chief Executive should not have pleaded for a measure which the Senate was in the act of considering. Consequently, the measure was defeated by a vote of 62 in favor to 34 opposed—just two votes short of the necessary two-thirds favorable majority. Thirty Democrats and thirty-two Republicans had voted aye, while twenty-two Democrats and twelve Republicans were opposed. The Woman's Party was inclined to blame the President for having appealed too late to the Senate.

At least the vote served to clear the air; the women knew where they stood. Both the National Association and the Woman's Party now began to take a hand in retiring certain Senators who were up for re-election. As a result, Senators Weeks of Massachusetts and Saulsbury of Delaware were defeated. Meanwhile, North Dakota and New York ushered in state woman suffrage in 1917, making a total of 237 woman suffrage electoral votes. During January and February of 1919, twenty-four legislatures importuned Congress, asking for submission of the suffrage amendment to the states; some five hundred resolutions poured into Congress from civic, church, labor, and farm organizations. This pressure
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became so irksome that an old ruling was revived, prohibiting the printing of such material in The Congressional Record.47

The Sixty-sixth Congress was convened in special session to reconsider the Federal suffrage amendment at the President's summons on May 20, 1919. The House passed the Amendment, this time by the very decisive majority of 304 to 89, a margin of 42 over the necessary two thirds. The Senate was engaged in debate for two more days before it was ready for the business of voting. The opposition belabored the States' Rights issue, as well as the question of enfranchising Negro women, primarily as it affected the South. The voting went fast and smoothly. The Amendment was adopted, 56 to 25; and not even one of the Senators whom the women counted on failed them this time.48

Rejoicing and celebrating over Congressional passage of the Amendment could not last long. Determined that Maryland should be among the thirty-six states to ratify Federal suffrage, the Maryland Suffrage Party of Baltimore inaugurated an intensive campaign in the Spring of 1919. Women asked for a special session of the Legislature to ratify the proposed Nineteenth Amendment. On May 29, 1919, the National Democratic Central Committee also urged that the special session bring about a speedy ratification;49 and the Attorney General, A. Mitchell Palmer, likewise, wrote to Governor Harrington, suggesting that he act to put a "Democratic state like Maryland in line," by calling a special session.50

In view of the close vote in the 1918 session, when the Presidential suffrage bill had failed by only one vote in the State Senate
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and by six votes in the House, reconsideration by essentially the same group of men in both houses appeared likely to result this time in passage of the measure. Many people regarded Maryland as a "pivotal state" in the ratification campaign.\textsuperscript{51} However, Governor Harrington was not enthusiastic about the idea of calling a special session. Said he: "This Legislature was not elected with the question of this Amendment before the people."\textsuperscript{52} Thus, the Governor firmly advised waiting till the next regular session, and the ratification question had to be delayed.

In this situation, and eager to aid women in making Maryland one of the thirty-six ratifying states, a formidable group of men now came forward. Among them were Jacob M. Moses, Charles J. Weber, Edwin L. Weber, J. Barry Mahool, Harry Mahool, and William Ogden. They called upon both the Democratic and Republican state conventions for ratification planks. But, notwithstanding this pressure, the Democratic convention flatly rejected the proposed favorable plank. Instead, the delegates resolved, as follows:

\begin{quote}
We believe that the method of extending the suffrage to women by means of an Amendment to the Constitution of the United States is fundamentally wrong. We therefore pledge our party against the ratification of the proposed Nineteenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{53}
\end{quote}

The failure to secure official Democratic party support was discouraging. However, a Committee of One Thousand Men for Ratification was organized in January, 1920, with the Hon. N. Winslow Williams as Chairman, and Mr. Thom. W. De Courney, Vice-Chairman. Mr. Arthur K.
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Taylor was chosen to act as Secretary, while Dr. Donald R. Hooker was named Treasurer. Prominent men from every walk of Maryland life volunteered to serve in the Committee of One Thousand from their respective counties.\textsuperscript{54}

Women were more busily occupied than the men. The National Woman's Party sponsored a speaking tour in the State for Mrs. Harriet Stanton Blatch, Mrs. M. Toscon Bennett of Hartford, Connecticut, and Miss Maud Younger of California during September, October, November, and December, 1919. Mass meetings were held to alert the people regarding the coming Legislative showdown. Substantial assistance also was extended to Maryland from both the Woman's Party and the National Association.

The Maryland General Assembly of 1920 had again a majority of Democrats, and Albert Cabell Ritchie, a Democrat, was the new Governor.

\textsuperscript{54} Ibid., 17 January, 1920, p. 232. The following list of county chairmen will show the men of prominence in this move:

Allegany (Francis J. Drum, Secretary, State Federation of Labor)
Anne Arundel (Frank M. Duvall, Ex-Senator)
Baltimore (B. John Black, Master State Grange)
Calvert (Hon. Tom Parran)
Caroline (Rev. E. W. McDowell)
Carroll (Wade H. D. Warfield, Ex-Senator)
Cecil (Frank E. Williams, Ex-Senator)
Charles (John F. Mudd, Ex-Senator)
Dorchester (William F. Andres, Congressman)
Frederick (Arthur D. Willard, Esq.)
Garrett (B. H. Sincell, Esq.)
Harford (John A. Robinson, Esq.)
Howard (George Sweeten, Esq.)
Kent (Dr. B. G. Simmons)
Montgomery (Judge William Delacy)
Prince George's (Jackson H. Palston)
Queen Anne's (James T. Knott)
St. Mary's (Dr. Frank Greenwell, Mayor of Leonard Town)
Somerset (Rev. William F. Corkran, Harry T. Phoebus, Esq.)
Talbot (Thomas M. Bartlett, Esq.)
Washington (George D. Crawford, Esq.)
Wicomico (L. Atwood Bennett, Ex-Senator)
Worcester (Hon. E. M. Layton)
When the regular session convened on January 7, 1920, twenty-four States had already ratified the Nineteenth Amendment; and Oregon followed on January 16, Indiana on January 16, and Wyoming on January 27, making a total of twenty-seven states. Governor Ritchie submitted the ratification resolution to the General Assembly on February 6, with Senator Metzerott (Republican) and Delegate Cobourn (Democrat) sponsoring the resolution.

Now followed a period of the utmost confusion. A hearing for the resolution was set before the House Committee on Constitutional Amendments for February 11, but postponement was made to February 18 due to a request from the suffragists themselves, since a considerable number would be absent attending the National Suffrage Convention in Chicago. Surprise and confusion mounted when it was announced that the hearing would be held on schedule after all (on February 11), and this time, before the House Committee on Federal Relations, which was well known to be hostile to the Amendment. Speaker Tydings was accused of having brought the transfer from the favorable Committee on Constitutional Amendment. So the House hearing was held, without much support present for suffrage, but with some long speeches given by anti-suffrage women.

The Senate Committee on Federal Relations granted a hearing on the morning of the 17th. Mrs. Hooker presented a resolution and petition signed by over 125,000 residents of Maryland. These people belonged to labor groups, patriotic societies, the Grange, the Maryland Federation of Women's Clubs, the Women's Trade Union League, the State

---
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Teachers' Association, the Graduate Nurses, a Goucher College Alumnae, and other clubs of several kinds. Following the Senate hearing, Mrs. Hooker and her fellow workers marched to the Governor's office to make another eloquent plea for ratification. The Governor answered that ratification was a question for the Legislature alone to determine; that the platform on which he ran pledged the Democratic Party against it; and that he could not ask the Legislators to repudiate his Party's platform. In vigorous language, Mrs. Hooker replied that the Governor would be held responsible for the action the Legislature would take on the ratification resolution.

Not unexpectedly, therefore, the Maryland General Assembly on February 17, 1920, rejected the Nineteenth Amendment. After an all-day debate the House refused to ratify the Amendment by the two-to-one ratio of 64 to 36. Thirty-two of the forty-five Republicans and four of the fifty-six Democrats voted for the Amendment. In the Senate the Amendment met with the same fate, losing decisively by a vote of 18 to 9, seven Republicans and two Democrats voting aye. The resolution of rejection was presented to the Secretary of State by a delegation from the Anti-Suffrage Association. The formal rejection stated the Maryland determination to deny "the lawful right and power of Congress to propose the amendment as part of the Federal Constitution, even if ratified by three-fourth of the States."

In both houses the voting had been done very much along party lines. Major objections of the Democrats were based on the States'
Rights argument and on the fear of Negro voting. And, it should be noted that several Democrats, who had favored woman suffrage by a state constitutional amendment now voted against the Federal amendment. It was very clear that Maryland's Democratic party firmly supported the belief that the extension of suffrage to women by amending the United States Constitution was wrong, even though the Democratic party nationally had come to support the Amendment. And, so Maryland suffragists were caught up in a constitutional issue, in which woman suffrage was no longer the real target of objection. Perhaps, at this juncture, had the issue been brought up as a State question, instead of as a Federal amendment, Maryland women might have won their right in the General Assembly. Of some solace was the fact that the number of "pro" votes was rapidly increasing in the Assembly; and the entire Nation was beginning to recognize suffrage as a right of American women.

When interviewed by the press, Mrs. Hooker rebuked Governor Ritchie for his alleged disingenuousness in having schemed to bring about the defeat of the ratification. "With 2,000 political jobs in his pocket" said Mrs. Hooker, "Governor Ritchie knew that he could influence Democratic votes." An editorial of The Baltimore Sun scornfully treated Mrs. Hooker's opinion as a slander upon the Governor, and asked her in return whether the Governor's refusal to "buy support for the suffrage amendment with these 2,000 jobs" was indeed a shame and disgrace. Maryland men were beginning to understand that women, too, could play the political game.

The Baltimore Sun, which had occasionally been sympathetic, had become openly unfriendly to the suffrage movement and hostile to the
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That newspaper was now carrying articles representing Maryland's sentiment as favorable to rejection of the Nineteenth Amendment. One article read:

Maryland has reason to feel proud that the Legislature ... refused to listen to the voices of the suffrage charmers, although they charmed as wisely and seductively as they knew how ...

In backing the Nineteenth Amendment they have been guilty not only for putting themselves behind what is virtually a force bill, but they have attempted to beguile Maryland men into committing a dishonorable act. So far as Democrats are concerned, they asked them to break their plighted word. The last national platform declared for State decision of the suffrage question, and no national committee had the right to repudiate what the party in general convention declared to be the party faith. The State platform reiterated this declaration in effect and every man who was elected on it was morally up to it.

We say again we are proud that Maryland men have been true to honor in this matter as well as to the interests of the State. The Maryland suffragists have received the rebuke that they deserved.62

The Legislature was by no means satisfied merely to demonstrate its States' Rights in voting to reject the Nineteenth Amendment; it wished also to enlighten other states in this matter. On February 24, 1920, the House of Delegates acted to set up a joint delegation of three senators and four delegates. The vote was 55 to 44.63 These seven anti-Nineteenth Amendment members, after the Senate concurrence in the resolution, were sent to West Virginia in order to urge that General Assembly to follow Maryland in rejecting the Amendment.

Mr. Marbury of the House of Delegates introduced another resolution, calling for a "repeal and recall of the resolutions ratifying the so-called Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States."64 And, thereafter, the Legislature also passed a joint resolution,
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introduced by George Arnold Frick, authorizing and directing the Attorney General of Maryland "to bring suit or suits to prevent the Secretary of State of the United States from proclaiming the Federal Amendment prior to the holding of a referendum thereon in certain States, and to test the validity, should the same be ratified by the elected Legislators of three-fourth of the States." Maryland was prepared to take all the necessary legal procedures to prevent the Nineteenth Amendment from becoming a part of the Constitution of the United States.

Despite Maryland's intervention, the thirty-fourth State to ratify the amendment was West Virginia, which did so in March. A few days later, the State of Washington became the thirty-fifth State by the unanimous consent of its Legislature. Only one more ratification was needed. Delaware, Connecticut, and Vermont considered the measure, but none of them acted to ratify. There remained only Florida, North Carolina, and Tennessee where no action had been taken. Of these, only Tennessee offered a favorable prospect for ratification.

There was a great interest in all parts of the Nation in the outcome in Tennessee. The success or failure of woman suffrage was hanging in the balance. Tennessee's Governor Roberts called the Legislature in special session on August 7. Both Democratic and Republican parties decided to declare openly for woman's rights, in a contest to win women's votes in the 1920 election. The Presidential candidates, Governor Cox of Ohio and Senator Harding, wrote Mrs. Catt expressing their support. Against this turning of the tide, the anti-suffrage forces moved into Nashville under a new name, the American Constitutional League, of which Mr. Everett P. Wheeler of New York was Chairman.
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A great deal of the effort to create the League was due to the financial and active support of Maryland anti-suffragists.

On the 9th of August, the Tennessee Senate adopted the ratification resolution by 24 ayes to 4 noes. But the House continued in deadlock, the first vote being a tie of 48 to 48. Then came a desperate effort by both sides to seize the advantage. A young man, Mr. Harry Burn, who had promised his old mother to vote for ratification if his vote were needed, decided to support ratification. With the vote declared a tie, Mr. Burn voted aye on the second roll call, making it 49 to 47. At the third roll call, Speaker Walker also changed his vote to aye, making the vote 50 in favor to 46 against! Tennessee had become the thirty-sixth State to ratify. And Governor Roberts promptly signed the necessary papers and sent them by registered mail to Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby in Washington. On receiving the Tennessee ratification, Secretary Colby proclaimed the Nineteenth Amendment a part of the Constitution of the United States on August 26, 1920.

With the proclamation of the Nineteenth Amendment, the woman suffrage movement came to an end in Maryland as it did throughout the country. The same Maryland Legislature which was determined to deny the Nineteenth Amendment, "even if ratified by three-fourths of the States," was now obliged to adjust to the new constitutional provision. An extra-ordinary session, called in September, 1920, adopted the following policy statement relating to Maryland election laws:

Whenever in this article words or phrases are used denoting the masculine gender they shall be taken to include the feminine gender.67

Twenty-six million women of voting age had finally achieved the franchise, and subsequent court actions in Maryland by die-hard "antis" had no effect on women's voting at the polls in November, 1920, or subsequently. It had been a long road, since the steps first taken at the Seneca Falls Convention in 1848, to improve the status of women. During all of that long struggle, heroic and devoted suffrage leaders in Maryland had fought the battle in the Old Line State. These women had dreamed of bringing a wonderful new world and a true democracy to the State and Nation. Perhaps, they have given us the opportunity to face our own future with more courage, and hope, through the example thus afforded in achieving this single important political and social goal.

68Flexner, p. 324.
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